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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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for instance the firemen
the new city hall. The new
building was constructed and as
an added feature a new brass
pole was to be installed so that
firemen could reach the trucks
in record time.

gar (upper) at the
ds Air Force Base,
afield (right, lower
NASA and CapL
rocket ozzles and
100-150 miles high.

Here is where the problem comes
in. Seems that brass poles are
scarce.
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"Just as is the case with any
other transaction, there are two
ways to go about the job of
locating new living quarter
Mr. Tucker observed. "On
what might be ,called the ; window shopping Approach.' In the
case of locating a new place in
which to live, this usually involves endless and aimless driving in the search of a 'for sale'
or `for rent' sign in front of a
property that looks promising,

Forum
On Stocks Well
Attended Here

ARRIVES

(UM—President Sean
ly will head Ireland's
!legation at funeral serPope Pius XII here.)

,..0AN

Murray families planning to
select a new residence during
October, or at least before unpleasant winter weather sets in,
will save themselves time and
money if they go about their
house. or apartment hunting in a
businesslike manner, Hiram Tucker, president
. of the Murray
Real Estate Board advised today.

te pole has to be hollow, other
wise the cost of the pole would
be out of this world. Councilman
Buel Stalls has searched far and
wide but brass poles just can't
"The other method — the one
be found.
that saves gasoline and the wearand-tear of fruitless looking—
If you are wondering why Mayor calls for a Visit to a Realtor
Holmes Ellis is sporting a beard, whose function it is to bring
it is because of the recent JayCee buyer and seller together. Realradio auction to raise money for tors have listings of houses for
airport. Contributors paid sale or apartments for rent that
r00 for each day he would will meet every need, taste and
allow it to grow. It is either 29 pocketbook."
or 31 days we think, however
A Realtor, he explained, is a
Mayor Ellis would probably be
glad to settle for the time alEducational
ready elapsed.

ell anything he posesss,ain alcohol. This is the
: of the illness. An unag that it actually is an
Oat the alcoholic is a
on, that treatment, not
ne is needed, is a neem toward the eventual*
if the problem,
ent facilities
r alire now available.
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IN OUR 79th YEAR

'
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More pouring of concrete on the
court square gives a pretty good
idea of how the finished project
will look. Good weather has alAn educational stock forum
Swed the project to move rather was held last night at the Murray
swiftly.
Electric System and Water System biulchng at 7:30 o'clock by
A new front is going up on an- Merrill Lynch, Pierce. Fenner
other building on the 9q u are. The and Smith, a firm of brokers in
building now used by Tolley the securatites busintss.
Food Market and the ConsolidatCoscluding the forum
were
ed Store, will certainly look betMilton Boyce, manager of the
ter when the front is complete.
Nashville office, Morris Early and
-or
On. of the most modern fronts
In town is the one on the new
Hamel spoke on "how to choose
ih-y cleaning establishment on
Las-t Main Street. The front is Use right stocks" and Early spoke
enameled steel, just like the top on the business outlook, industry
of a stove. It comes in big rect- by industry Boyce concluded by
angles and is applied by sliding giving several illustrations of
into grooves of aluminum. The rouples and individuals in different
financial circumstances,
aluminum strips are nailed on
and what advice t he r firm
the front, then the enameled
would °fret- them in the way of
steel plates are put into place.
investing in stocks and bonds.
Primary points of the forum
George Overtey says the building has more on it than any were that stock purchases should
be diversified for the protection
la her store in the state.
of the buyer, and that selecChrysanthemums a r e blooming tivity of stocks is vitally imall over town. They are all colors portant.
"Buy stocks that are Ike you"
from solid yellow to deep bronze
one of the speakers said. He
with many colors In between.
pointed out that a young person
The frost does not seem to affect could purchase stocks in a young
them too much, since they just expanding industry while a more
mature person would want stock
go right on blooming,
in a mature industry for quicker
.
The purple bloom you see around returqs.
Mr. Boyce listed various inla Ageratum.
dustries which he placed in three
relatively favorable,
The roses are cOntinuing to
bloom in spite of the cold nights. average and relatively unfavorable.
Even at this late date flower able,
The fortith
concluded .with
: beds are still full of petunias,
brown eyed susans, cockscomb, questions and answers. About
-4V4.4.t.-41-044e1Wkiltee
. --efriviit;
and several other flowers that at the meeting last night.
have stood the gradually decreasing temperature faisly well.
wake up with a heavy
frost some morning soon however
that will knock 'em all out.

Kuhn'. 10e store had their metal
awning painted the other day. ye
Workmen atop the First Christian Church tower have drawn
the stares of townspeople over
the past few, weeks. The scaffolding looked rather flimsy from
leen here.
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Bond Sales '6593
Here Last Month
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Series E and H Savings Bonds
sales in Calloway County during
September, amounted
to
$6593.00, bringing the year's sales
kg $118,100, or 52.9', of the
goal of $223.350.00.
For the State. sales during
September amounted to $5,293,855, and the cumulative figure
reached
$49,297,488, which
is
84 ", of the 1958 goal of $58,700,000

munty's

CHOOSY
WHITING, Vt. — (UPI) —
A thief broke into the T. R. Bisugte appliance shop here and
fVnored television sets as well
as cash but stole a radio.
The first bicycle built in the
U. S cost $313 and weighed 70
pounds.

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

a

Murray Hospital

Mr. And Mrs. A. B.
Crass At Celebration

Monday's complete record folMr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass of
lows:
Murray were among the thousands
Census
37
of people who attended the 177th.
Adult Beds
65
anniversary of the Battleof YorkEmergency Beds
28
town which was celebrated last
Patients Admitted
Sunday at Colonial National HisPatients Dismisstd
3
torical Park in Virginia.
New Citizens
0
A. B. is stationed at Norfolk
Patients admitted from Friday
on the' USS Ross and Mrs. Crass,
9:30 a. m. to Monday 10:30 a. m.
the former Miss Sally Jones, is
Miss Jennie Scott, Rt. I, Farmemployed by a laboralory there.
ington; Mrs. William T. Hicks
Semester A. Willis Robertson
and baby girl, 310 Maple St.,
(D-Va.) was the principal speakBenton, Ky.; George E. Cassity,
Rt. 3, Benton, Ky.; Mrs. David ...1-1r,
The USS Valcour. the USS
Thompson, 507 Whitnell; Mrs.
Ross, destroyer-class units of the
Bryan Thompson, Rt. 3, BuchanU. S. Atlantii Fleet were anan, Tenn., Miss Nancy Ellis, 307
chored in the York River to symEdgewood, Paris, Tenn.; John
bolize the French naval blockade
Rudy Oury, 315 North 4th.; Emery
which helped the American coDarnell, Rt. 1, Hardin; Miss Julie
lonial forces to win the historic
Ann English. Rt. 5, Benton; Masvictory
at
Yorktwon.
Army,
ter Terry Eugene Puckett, 1008
Navy, Air Force and Marine units
West Main; Troy Trousdale, Rt.
participate,
' in a parade.
1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Albert E.

Vol_ LXXIX No. 250

Farm-City
Week Meeting
Held Here

member of the Murray Real 'Estate Board and of the National
Association of Real Estate Board.
As such, he is pledged to a strict
code of business ethics. Realtor
Extensive general plans for
is not synonymous with real
Farm -City Week, proclaimed by
estate agent or broker, he added,
President 'Eisenhower, for the
but is the registered trademark
week of November 21-27 were
of NIARDB and may be used only'
by its members.
made at a dinner meeting atMr. Tucker went on to point
tended by twenty-two represenvisit
course
of
a
that
n
the
out
tatives of farm and city organito the office of a Murray Realtor,
zations and services last night
,half a dozen prospective new
under the leadership of Mayor
residences can be selected for
Holmes Ellis, Farm-City Week
saving
inspection,
thus
personal
Chairman of Murray and Callothe time that -would otherwise be
way County, and Dr. R a 1 ph
vg.weing
argi
wasted in locating
Woods who is serving as District
shop'window
properties by the
Farm -City Week Chairman in
ping' method.
w es t e r n Kentucky. Mrs. Fay
if
the
,"It will help, -of course,
Harris of Lyn Grove is Associate
take
a
house-hunting family will
Chairman for the Murray, CalloPoole, Rt. 6; Mrs. Lula Hutchens.
little time to determine what
way County program. Those
1300
West
Main;
Mrs.
James
Erthey want and can afford to pay
present agreed to clear with
win,
515
So.
8th.;
Mrs.
Burt
Dodd,
before hoy consult a Realtor,'
their respective orgarrizatiogs on
Rt, 5; Mrs. Martha Acree, 1304
Mr. Tucker said.
various plans which were: disSo. Main, Benton Ky.
Among the factors on which
cussed for activities for demonPatients
dismissed
.
from
Friday
the family should be agreed, the
strations, displays and o t h er
9:30 a. m. to Monday 10:30 a. m.
local Realtors' executive said, are
means which may be used to
Master
Donald
and
Ronald
the size and location of the new
bring about the major broad obArmstrong,
Rt.
I,
Lynn
Grove;
residence sought. Entering into
The Calloway County Chapter jective of 'INTERCHANGE OF
Mrs. David Smith, Hazel; Lonnie
the determination of size are
of The National Foundation, for- INFORMATION between the
(top)
Startighter
STRENCITH-An
F-104C
U.S.
ADDMONS
TO
Greene,
401
Elm
St.;
Charles
such considerations as an ample
farm and city families of Murray
streaks off the runway at the Lockheed jet center in PalmMelvin, Rt, 1, Mayfield, Mrs. merly The National Foundation
number of bedrooms to take care
for Infantile Paralysis, has Used and Calloway County. Details of
way to Nell' Air Force Base, Nev., and
Calif.,
on
its
dale,
George
Burd,
Hardin;
Mrs.
Eulus
of present and possible future
specific plans for activities and
duty with the Tactical Air Command. The new model, which
Outland, Rt. 6. Mrs. Mollie Kurtz, up all available local March of
family needs, adequate storage
Dimes funds and has turned to highlights of the week of Noholds speed record of 1,404 mph, has also reached an altitude
Hardin;
Mrs.
Merritt
Jordan,
Rt.
space, and spice for particular
vember 21-27 will be announced
of 91,243 feet. At bottom, the MPQ-4A Mortar Locator Radar,
1; Orville Crittendon, Rt. 1, Lynn- the organiziation's national headhobbies. Elements bearing on the
developed by the General Electric Company for the U.S.
quarters for help to supply pat- later as arrangements for specific
Mr's.
ville;
Rollie
Knightt
Rt.
7,
part of the city selected will be
programs are completed.
Army, undergoes tests in Syracuse, N. Y. The radar locates
Benton; Thomas A. Bucy. Rt. 5; ient aid for Calloway County poschool 'requirements, and proxthe source of enemy fire and aids in directing countertire_
Those present at the meeting
lio sufferers.
Mrs.
Pete
Farley,
503
No. 6th.;
imity to shopping centers and
in addition to Mr. Ellis, Dr.
This
was
revealed
today
by
Mrs.
Holis Carroway, 401 Poplar;
the- wage earner's place of busiThomas
chapttr Woods and 'Mrs. Harris were:
Mrs. Charles T. Srhultz,904 Olive; Mr.' Chester
ness.
chairman,
upon
*receipt
of a Mrs. J. A. Outland, Business rnd
Delvin Langstom, 424 So. 8th.;
Other things which the buyers
Professional Women's Club, Mrs.
check
fo
$000
from
national
headMrs. John Moore and baby girl,
should have decided are the size
George Lilly, Chairman Home
quarters
in
New
York.
Total
Golden Pond; Mrs. N. P. Paschall,
of the house lot desired and
Economics teachers of • Callov!ay
amount
received
from
national
Rt. 2, Mrs. J. Thomas Hughes,
their preferences in architectural
County. Henry Fulton, President
.1etteo Pr.-•
Hdg,
this
year
$3934.47.
105 No. 14th.; Mrs. Hinds Understyle. With these things iri mind,
"The
National
Foundation's Lions Club. Ronald Churchill,
wood, Rt. 3, Puryear. Tenn.; Mrs.
a selection of prospective . buys
Commerce,
newly
over the Dakotas
announced
health
program President Chamber of
storm
The
Genella Bogard. Rt 2. Golden
can be made- in the Realtor's
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, Home
goes
during the
far
beyond
polio."
said
Mr.
move
to
failed
has
Pond
office from descriptions he has
Thomas. "We now have become Demonstration Agerit. Z. Enix,
hours and Monday's foreof sale properties. The Realtor past 24
Chamber of
eastward
organized voluntary force in the President Junior
steady
on
based
will be able to supply informa- cast
-Commerce. Rob Gingles, reprejunior
4-H
dispresTwenty
three
-fields
of
High
medical
scientific
wilt)
it.
refailed
tion also on neighborhood char- motion,
Bank of Murray. Dr.
extends t:act clime pions were onward
ct._ patient cue and Profes- senting
getcASTics and probable fun!! fuse over the northeast
Walter Baker. President of Rotat
the
junSaturday
sional
and
in
Mayfield
education,
with
suffielent
Kentucky
tax rates, and lkely mlIbTenance southward over
L. Eldridge,
flexibility to meet new problems ary Club, Charles
will most likely continue dry and ior district achievement meeting.
costs.
representing Vocational Agriculwere
awards
Airman
than
100
Lee
M.
as
they
toMore
Farmer,
who
arise.
To
polio
we
have
Mr. Tucker said that the desire some what warmer u4ather
B. W. Edmonds,
youngsters from has been stationed in Larado, added the No. 1 crippler, arth- ture teachers,
of many families to find .w'nat day and Wednesday over most of presented to the
Manager Valley Copnties CoDistrict
counTexas
for
ritis,
Purchase
the
past
year
and
birth
a
defects, virus diseases
they consider ideal winter quar- the state. There will be some in- 'he eight
operative, Leon Chambers. PresCounty with half is visiting with his parents, and disorders of the central nerters is an important factor in the crease in cloudiness today and ties and Livingston
ident Farm Bureau, S. V. Foy.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John Farmer and vous system. As soon as feasible,
home seeking and moving plans there is a possibility of showers Carloway County members reCounty Agent. Robert Hendon,
other
relatives
for
the past two we will provide patient aid for
along the Ohio River today or ceiving several awards.
at this time of year. '
representing County Agricultural
children through the age .of 18
The winners from Calloway weeks.
'We know from Census reports Wednesday. No significant rainCouncil, Mrs. Ha r mon Ross.
He will leave tomorrow by suffering from arthitis and specCounty are listed as follows:
that of late years about 33 mil- fall is indicated, however.
Farm Bureau women, L. D. Millplane
for
San Francisco, Calif. ific brith defects.
Outlook for Thursday—Mostly Frozen Foods — Cynthia Ezell,
lion persons have been changing
er. Secretary Chamber of Comwhere be will change planes for
"We will still, however, con- merce,Chuck Shuftett of W.N.B.
their residence annually in the cloudy and somewhat cooler with blue.
Good Grooming — Linda Wilson, Okinawa, where he will be sta- tinue to fullfill our obligations to S., Mrs. Bill Thurman, representUnited States," the real estate a chance of showers.
tioned for the next 18 months.
all polio victims and no money ing Murray Woman's Club, G. B.
Western Kentucky — Partly blue.
board president added. "This is
will be spent on the new patient Sc-att. representing Ryan Milk
about one-fifth of the civilian cloudy and a little warmer today Clothing — Carolyn Pa I me r,
care programs until after the Company and C. 0. Bondurant,
TROOPS SAVE LIVES
population, and many of these, of and tonight high today 77 to 82. champion.
TOKYO (UPI) — Japanese 1959 March of Dimes." he said. Area Extension Agent.
course, will be moving in the Low tonight 50 to 58 Increasing Foods — Jean Carolyn Murdock.
troops saved 2,000 persons and 'The funds just received will be
cloudiness and mild Wednesday red.
next few weeks."
with a chance of some light rain. Good Housekeeping — Manta recovered 596 bodies in the lzu used to assist local polio patients
Evans, blue.
Peninsula floods caused by Ty- with hospital, medical and apHigh 70 to 75.
Woodworking — Jimmy Ander- phoon Ida last month the De- plianct• bills. Although there have
Tobacco Curing Advisory
PERSONAL SERVICE
fense Board reported today.
been
no "enw" cases
in
Dry wetaher continued Monday !,on, champion.
Doran.
our area this year, this money is
with relative hpmidity again less Garden — Donald H
ALBURG. Vt. --(UPI)-- A
RECOVER VALUABLES
vitally needed for the care and
than 40 per cent during the after- champion.
with
second-class
post
office
SALZBUR9, Austria (UPI) -- rehabilitation of 'old' cases."
noon. Temperatures in the south- ,Dairy — Danny Kemp, champion
full-time employes is maintained
east were 10 to 15 degrees higher Electricity — Michael Palmer. Austrian police have recovered
three valuable necklaces lost or
There are two places in the here all because Clarence Mumthan on Sunday and three to eight champion.
Yard Improvement — Randy stolen from American tourist El- world called' Christmas Island, ley likes frogs. Mumley has been
degrees higher elsewherie.
eanore Cernadas this past sum- both named by mariners who catching frogs for 30 years and
Patterson. champion.
Beef — David Carmon Hull, blue. mer at the Mittersill Castle near sighted the Mat the Xuletide. One mails more than 200,000 of them
Entomology — Eddie Lee Grogan, here, they arfnounced Monday is in the Indian Ocean and the annually for laboratory experiFor the fourth successive year
ments.
night.
other in the Central Pacific,
champion.
ile.tiartmen.1—nt _the
Murray Woman's Club and Fine
Arts Department of the Murray
State College are pleased to present another series of Children's
to
the. elementary
Concerts
The Murray Training Scholel
schools of our city and county. PTA met las week at the
MurChildren's
ConThrough these
ray Training 'School cafeteria
Sometime during the middle of Mrs. Audry Simmons, Sycamore camore Street, is attending Mur- member of Delta, Lambda Alpha
certs we hope to foster greater for a dinner meeting. Vice-preInterest in band, orchestral and sident Jean Simmons presided September, Students in Murray Street, is a second semester jun- ray State College and majoring sorority, ,he is majoring in busichoral performance. We hope to in the absence of the president. and Calloway County began ior at the University of Ken- in business administration. He ness education. She was graduatinspire students of all ages to'This was Parent-Teachers Action packing trunks and suitcases for tucky, Lexington. A. W. is a graduated from Murray High ed from Murray High School in
1957. Glenda, a freshman. Murhigher ideals and to service night and the theme was "Let's the trip to colleges and univer- member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon School in 1958.
soteal fraterrnty where he is vice
University of Tennessee is the ray High graduate in 1958, ill"
through music, a spokesman said. get to know each other better". sities all over the country,.
The majority of Calloway stu- president. He was elected to the school where Miss Judy Young, majoring in physical education,
said.
Td Make this possible, each memdents enrolled at Murray State Student Government Congress at daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fulton speech, and dramatics.
The Murray State College Sy- ber was greeted at the door
by College ,while others chose sch- the University and is also vice Young, is attending. She enrolled
A commerce major at Murray
mphony Orchestra under the di- tht Reception Committee
and an ools away from home.
State. Tommy D. Hill is enrolled'
president of the Young Demo- as a Sophomore.
rection cif Professor Richard Far- autum leaf bearing his
name pin. (nee Patricia as a sophottiore. He is the son The following article is about crats Club. He was graduated
Mrs. Jerry Lee '
rell will present the first Child- ned on it. Approximately 180
ren's Concert in this year's 'ser- members were served- a delicipus these students, where they are from -Murray High School and Scarbrough) is attending Sacra- of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hill,
attended Murray State College menOr) State College in Sacra- 310 South 13th Street.
and what fhey are studying.
ies at the Murray State College meal.
Wayne Lee, 1958 graduate'a
mento, Calif.., Her husband is
Charles Hayden Walston, - a one year.
Auditorium. Thursday, October
Miss Beulah Fontaine 'of the Murray High School graduate, is
Mike Rayburn, son of Mr. and stationed thete with the Air Murray High School. is attending
23, 1958, 9:30 a. m.
KEA was to have been the spea- enrolled at Murray State College Mrs. Waylon Rayburn, 01 i v e Force. She is the daughter of Mr. Murray State majoring in busiAccording to Professo} Farrell ker but Was
unable to attend. is a business administration ma- Street, is a sophomore in the and Mrs. Richard Scarbrough. A ness administration. He is the
the Children's Concerts is one of The Murray
Training Quartet jor. A member of -Delta Alpha School of Pharmacy at the Uni- graduate of M u rr a y Training son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lee,
the most worthwhile projects of- composed of
Greta Brooks, Judy social fraternity, Charles is a versity of Kentucky, Lexington. School, she attended the fall Route six.
fered to this community, and he Clark, Judy
Thomas, and Mary junior at MSC and tfs the son He attended Murray State Col- semester last year at Murray
Dwain Taylor, son of Mr. and
appreciates the interrest and co- Ann Crawford
sang three num- of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nanny, 1306 lege one year and was graduated State. She is an education major. Mrs. J. T. Taylor, Route Four, is
operation of the Music Depart- bers,
"Devoted to You", Born Too Farris Avenue.
from Murray High School in
The sons of Mr. and Mrs. Tow a freshman at Murray State mament and the city and county Late", and
He'sGot the Whole
Wells, 306 North Eighth Street, joring in agriculture.
Bud Tolley, recently returned 1957.
school systems.
World in His Hands.'f
from the Army, is working on
Miss Betsy Howton, a sopho- are enrolled at Murray State
Nancy Outland is attending the
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten is
Josiah Darnell, music director his Master's Degree in Education more Pharmacy student at the College. Eddie, a freshman, is University of Kentucky school of
the Chairman of the Music De- of
Murray Training, led the en- here. 'He was graduated from University of Kentucky, is the majoring in science. He was Pharmacy. She is a sophomore
partment this pot and her corn- tire
group in an old fashioned Murray State College in 1936 daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. awarded a scholarship by the and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
mitte for the Children's Concerts Community
Sing. He began with and was a member of Delta 'Howton, Olive Street. Betsy is a alumni association at graduation Wilbert Outland, Ill North Sevare: Mrs. Howard Olila, Chair- three
hyms familiar to all, "The Alpha social fraternity. He is the member of Alpha Gamma Delta from Murray High School in enth Street.
man, Mrs. Richard Farrell, Mrs. Old
Rugged Cross", "My Faith son of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tol- social sorority.
1958 for best of highest grades
John C. Winter, Mrs. James Las- Looks Up to
Martha Helen Dunn. a 1957
Thee", and "What ley, Main Street.
Charles Thomas Turnbow is for the four year term. Tommy, a
siter, Mrs. Bill Crouse, Roman a Friend We
Have in Jesus".
A junior at Murray State, enrolled at Murray State College junior, is majoring in engineer- graduate of Hazel High School,
Prydatkevytch.
The next group of songs were Tommy Rushing is a social sci- as a freshman majoring in in- ing. He is a Murray High School is a sophomore at the General
The public is cordially invited rounds
Hospital Sc ho 41 of Nursing,
and he ended with a se- ence major. He is a graduate of dustrial arts. He was graduated graduate, class of 1956.
to atttnd all these concerts.
lection of action songs, highlight- Murray High Schol, class of 1956. from Murray Training School in
Loretta and Glenda Culver, Nashville, Tenn. She was a traned by one sung by all officers At MSC he is affiliated with 1956 and 'is the son of Mr. and daugnters of Mr. and Mrs. Ivy sfer from Freed-Hardeman Juhand past primers.
Delta. Alpha social fraternity. He Mrs. Tulon Turnbow, North 16th Culver, 1405 Poplar Street, are ior College in Henderson, Tenn.
Thg-te are about 2,500 museums
The first grade won the room Is the son of Mrs. Cordie Rush- Street.
Murray State students. Loretta. a Martha is the daughter of Mr.
in 'the U. S. today, compared with count with thirty-seven parents, ing, 307 South Fifth Street.
Wayne S. Cordrey, son of Mr. sophomore, is attending college and Mrs. R. L. Dunn, Route
approximately 800 in 1932.
presenst
4. A. W. Simmons, son of Mr. and and Mrs, C. S. Cordrey, 900 Sy- on a honorary scholarship. A Three, Hazel.

Local Chapter
Out Of Funds
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Calloway Has
Champions In
District Meet

Mansfield Farmer
Visits Parents Here

Concerts For
Children Are
Planned Again

PTA At Murray
Training Meets Colleges And Universities Over The Nation Draw Students

From Calloway County Who Seek To Continue Education

)
•I I
•

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, October 21, 1958

Local Realtor Outlines Way
Seen & Heard
To Select Home Before Winter

The problems of different people
don't seem to be too bad to other
people sometime, but one thing
is certain, everybody has problems.

•

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

_
NIXES-ALL SCHOOLS—Segregationist John Kane!, tri his Seaboard White Citizens council
office In Washington, tells reporters he plans to launch a
campaign to abolish all public
schools and replace them with
private, segregated schools. Ho
said publin sehools are 'subject
[ to-it let et' frr*ff, oorrupUon.
and ... government control."
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Ve resent' :he right to rejec rIN Adserusing. Letters so 'be Editor
e Public Voice .tems which_ In our opinion, are not for the best
merest 01 our renders
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IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Indur-rial

Expansion

Gutters
Widered Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

SidEwalks, Curbs,

MURRAY

Elliott and Mrs.
Warren Swann left this afternoon to attend the United
Daughters of the Confederacy convention, which is being
held at Mammoth Cave, October 19-21. They made the

—17(

trip by motor.
Delvin Langston, a recent operative patient at the
Murray Hospital, has improved sufficiently to be remov-

PROTECT YOUR \
FARM MACHINEkY

FliEE INSPEt
MITES -mice, roaohes
SarnaKelley,
Phone 441.

hre

• SPI
01

PERIM

W

WAY!

THROUC

Open e%

Top quality D-X oils, greases
and lubricants can add years
to the life of your farm ma-

evenings

•

chinery and save you many
costly repairs. We invite you
to try any D-X product on our

*tent.

FLOREN

positive money-back guarantee of satisfaction.
D-X lubricating Gasolines

Has Joir

— OPI
JUDY AD

D-X Special Motor Oil

IVA CA
KITTY F,

D-X All-Purpose Grease

•ROSET1

and a complete line of oils, greases and farm
specialties

Iowa was sixth with 158, Mississippi seventh y..tth 122. Oklahoma eig:Ith with 103, Notre
Dame ninth with 90 and Northwe-Urn 10th with 80

A itcv block on Georgia Tech
AUBURN,
Lester Simerfa*
,::, (44. left by Auburn end Mike Simmons (8)) leaves Auburn fullback Ed Dyas (38) all by
rats lonesome as he crosses the Tech goal from thee .sr'ds out in the second period of their game
at Atlanta, Ga The touchdown prised to be Auburn' only tally as the two teams deadlocked
7-to-7.

SINGER Sew
resentative nos
For sales, s
contact Bill )

•

THE

Texas and Louisiana Stae continued their steady rise in the
ratings. Texas was fourth with a
fIrst-place vote and 174 points
•id Louisiiana State was fif:h
ith two first-place votes and
170 points.

Trade in your old watch on one of the
latest styles while you can get top
allowance for your old one.

-4/Slet;

a

market price.
Mrs. Wallace McElrath, Mrs. Henry

Of the first 10 teams, only
Army remained in the position it
held last week. Iowa and Oklahoma moved back into the select
group and Northwestern made its
first appearance of the season in
the top 10. They replaced Wisconsin, Michigan State and Navythree victims of Saturday upsets.
Army, a 36-6 victor over Vir23 first-place
• yinia, received
votes and a total of 330 points
WILDCAT& SMOTHER MICHIGAN, 55-T0-24—In a free-scoring , .,:est at Northv. :ern's Dyche
from the 35 leading coaches who
Stadium in Evanston. 111. Michigan's left halfback Bradley Myers (17) breaks twoard the Northrate the teams for UPI. Ohio
western line tor a short gain in the first quarter. He is brought down by Doug Asad (84) and
State advanced from fourth to
Mike Stock (48). The Wildcats lived up to their name and continued their winning ways by desecond
with eight first-place
cisively defeating the Wolverines 55-to-24.
%cites and 295 points as a result
of its 49-8 victory over Indiana.
Auburn. held to a 7-7 tie by
Georgia Tech,' slipped to third
with a first-Place vote arid 201
-Points.

It
Trade-In '%1 atch Sale Time
at Lindsey's
LAY-AWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
Pay as little as '1.00 a week!

Calloway County popcorn growers formed picket
lines this morning at local receiving stations to prevent
farmers from selling their corn at the current Murray

United Press International

OCTOBER 21, 19.-3

New. city Hall and Gas Building .... $120,000
$125,000
Sewer Plant Expansion .....
$110,000
New School Buildings
Plainning and Zoning Crmmission with
pr-cassional Consultation

Times File

NEW YORK UPI — Army was ed to his home.
Mr .and Mrs. R. E. Kelley were in Louisville over the
No. 1 in the United Press Infernational college football ratings week-end, visiting Mr. Kelly's daughter and family, Mr.
today for the second straight and Mrs. George.
.week but Ohio State replaced AuMr. and Mrs. Raymond Cole, Okla., have been visitburn in second place in the wake ing his father and sister in Murray.
of a wave of upsets.

SUESChiPTION RATES By. Carrier in Murray, per week 2°.!'. per
month 85e In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. 53.5(.. elsewhere. 35 50

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED

Ledger &

By EARL WRIGHT

truered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. for transmission as
Second Class Matter

TUESDAY

Ten YearsAgo Today

Army Number
One Second
Straight Week

THE LEDGER & TIMES

FLORENE

PHONE US TODAY —The D-X Farm Serviceman will
atop at your farm on his next trip.

Beat

Clemson headed the second 10'
group. Wisconsin, Purdue, ColoEexas
State.
rado, Michigan
Christian, the Air Force Academy. Pittsburgh. Oregon. and College of the Pacific rounded out
the top 20 in that order. Georgia
Tech, Navy ind Tulsa were the
only other teams mentioned on
'his week's ballots

103

Phi

D-X SUNRAY OIL CO.
ORVIS HENDRICK, Agent
Phone 2373
9th & Story Ave.

MAYFIELD

&

NOW! THE COMPACT'1959 RAMBLER,
. IS SETTING NEW SALES RECORDS!

Telephone
Talk

•

•
r LIZA

ar- get 1
th^.I csier
for there
oargams
or'•

-011.k

another

for i^oe
hired a I
at ma si
She Sc
trading
natural
bus-mg.
bargain •
To net

by
F. H. RIDDLE
Your "Sidephone Manager

Trans

north un
BOY OR (SIRI. ..o.s .1: ...ht101r) Bet you'd like to hear
first-hand about football-practice ... the science quiz ...
or the sorority dance. And
e
,Aelf
th Billy or Susie
, ,uldnl
rit
i
''figif

wiz

sound
rite
,,ni home! Then

whs not

.schedule a regular weekly
-gel-itigertTEr by-

erAti:4

-T-phone--.

gisx1 way to shorten the
miles and make hortie
-tronger. And remember
Long Distance rtes are low.

L•11.. Sd,

ofa

yr , I

Vt.., ••••••••11

11, ..1.111111

trade ci
the waits
di:ins, et

t

Nt;tne

Dame back, falls backwards into the Duke line fur a twoyard gain before being stopped 'by giver for (83). in the first
quarter of their game at Notre Dame, Ind In a hard-fought battle Marked by 'a -multitude of Notre Dame fumbles and dropped
passes. the Irish managed to defeat the Blue Devils 9-10-7 by
virtue sit a second-half field goal.
-

HERE'S WHY NEW AP-"- -DRULOWnMUFFLERS LAST LONGER

i's
ow•r

New Personalized Comfort...Even More Miles Per Gallon!
Only Rambler Gives The Best of Both:

World's Only Car With Personalized Comfort!

1. Big Car Room 2. Small Car Economy

People come in different sizes. Mr. Smith
is a six-footer, his wife is a petite five
feel two.

Yes—Rambler, the sales success of 1858, continues to reach new popularity heights with its

-!specialls when you call after six hr pn Sand...1;So talk
-and talk as long a:. yottlike.
• ,• — -

new 1959 models. For the recognized.economy
in '59,
thanks to new advanced, carburetion. Only
Rambler offers Personalized Comfort—luxury

leader gives even more miles per gallon
IL-SAVING TIP: To help those Long.
through faster, be sine to giSc the oper,
Irnow"-it. If you d,
ot-tioAn number,
hand) Blue Book for jotting disteff f-rquently
‘t ha‘..
ailed numbers, well be glad to furnish one wi.iiout
Oct on request.
• • •
tND ONL f-OR CONVENIENCE: If you do much ti.'.:ling. either for business or pkasure. st.hy not get a Lon;
Distance credit card? Then you can charge call; made
'rim

any

New AI "Do4-Plerw"M
(shown stove)lasts longer on the insid: bec
eliminates a lead'ng cause of muffler weer—cotd snots
,
condenses and cuilects. Me muffler heat is spreaJ e‘enly througdoot t
miner, as shown by the menly melted candles I.! m.r Ho'- -Tot. c.
dernen ott most niuMers Nee Wood is shown hs une.cnI) me' :d
hest=eztrumiatataggr
,
ouligirim
s.a• Gold spats. ialt.sou.La-7.

the costliest cars can't match. Only Rambler has
the compact size that makes it easiest of all

,•

American-built cars to handle, park and garage
... yet has full six passenger room. See Rambler's smart new style and beauty ... at your
Rambler Dealer's today!

•

When Mrs Smith drove
an ordinary car and
brought the front seat
forward, Mr Smith heel
noe room for his legs.

qi.

Then the Smiths discov•
ered Rambler Personalized Comfort . . . sectronol sofa front seats
that glide backward ...

Today's Big Buy in Small Cars
... Here by Popular Demand!

telephone, anywhere, with 210 troubie, no

flange. no delay.

New

RAMBLER
AMERICAN

100 Inch Wheelbase

"It's fun to phone,
especially on the pretty
new prik extension
in Mommy's bedroom."

..Steent isamfger Wehoe Mame• woofer problems se in Mena or i.morme.i.s. es.
To solve this problem. AP makes a much stronger mu: ,cr. For years,
AP mufflers have hall up to%heavier head-. '
l 1 1)11,, trr*"
"'Air- dir
shells (exclusive with AP). Now the nes -Dri.1 loss mks n, es1,1"cit "tuts
down rustout and internal corrosion, makes AP Midler, last up to 25.
longer. Its an tinheatailic combination for longer muffler life: lonner- lasting
inside, longer-lasting outside. Insure yo'isarAy from dangerOuS
carbon monoxide with AP—a premium muffler at regular price/
%STOP WHERE YOU
SEE THIS stow

AVAILABLE AT YOUR
FAVORITE SERVICE
STATION or GARAGE

$1835
I'(I co0 ,r.act

tett •Tho•-•'
r

arsil -t

•••••• ''"

Rpm • ...a W
oncluM
ni 40,41 lam Ito 7 (),Yol WW/SW
Sf1110

end Incai tater 1 any nao
Mote tren.mhtenn end ether peaseel eerronent

. . . or forward individually to &Vow just
the right legroom for
driver and front-seat
passenger alike.

You don't know what travel comfort can mean
'til you've experienced Rambler Personalized
Comfort Individual sectional sofa front Seats,
adjustable headrests, Airliner Reclining Seats,
Twin Travel Beds. Drive the'59 Rambler and see!

See Your RAMBLER Dealer
•

WILSON RAMBLER

•

515 So. 12th St.

C.
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formed picket
ttions to prevent
current Murray

se per word ter ens day, minimum of 17 words for It

al. Phone 1564-M
Murray, Ky.

NOTICE

?. patient at the
itly to be remov-

ouisville over the
and family, Mr.

E

•
•
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• SPECIAL
ON

2067-R,
TFC

Services Offered

Tankage CO. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
TU-5-9361.
11•15C

ALL

PERMANENTS
THROUGH OCTOBER

Open every day and
evenings by appoint..
*

•

FLORENE t_ASSITER
Joined Our Staff

Has

- OPERATORS —
JUDY ADAMS
IVA CARSON
KITTY FARRELL

•

ROSETTA BURKEEN
•
FLORENE LASSITER

iceman will

JUDY'S
Beauty Shop
103 N.

5th St..

Phone 1091

CO.

ent

one

or

— Is per war, far 16 roe eaya. GLaserfled ads are payable le allval0846

FhEE INSPECTION FOR TERMITE -- Rid your home of rats,
mice, roaches and termitees, call
WOULD LIKE IRONING to do
SamaKelley, liceased & insured.
in my home and also would like
TI'
Phone 441.
to keep young child in my home.
See Annette Coles at 420 S. 8th
SINGER Sewing Machine Rep- St.
TFNC
resentative now living in Murray
For sales, service or repairs, MATTRESSES REBUILT like
contact Bill Adams, 201 S. 13th new. West Ky. Mattress Mfg.
Co., Paducah, Ky. Murray representative Tabe rs Upholstery
Shop, 101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
FALL
10-25C

have been visit-

and farm

CAVEMAN 'MUZAK'
MERIDEN, Conn. — (UPI) —I
There's nolhn4; modcm about
music to work by, according to.
an official of Business Music,
Inc. Joseph Walthier said music
to reduce boredom and increase
efficiency has been used "as far
back as we can go in history."
He added: "Even the caveman
when he broke one stone agairitt
another often grunted. This, in a
very crude from, was early work
music. It was rhythm and it
helped him ta get a little more
strength for successive blows on
the rock,"

•

Elliott and Mrs.
;tend the United
n, which is being
They made the

r-ib.-RENT

r

FOR SALE

I

for cheaper place in
small place in county.

town or
10-23C

MOWING MACHINE for 8N
Female Help Wanted I
Ford Tractor. See Mrs. Harry
Coles near Green Plain or phone
LADY WANTS part time
10-NC WHITE
work. Will do house work, or
CONCRETE CULVERT and en- stay with elderly person. Call
10-23P
trance pipe available at United 1953-J.
Concrete Pipe Company. East of
freight depot at Railroad Avenue
near Maple. Call 2099 daytime
United Press International
10-21C
and 408-W night.'
NEW YORK UPI — Eddie
NEW CLIFFDALE coal furnace Lynch, 151,' New York, stopped
Charley Cummings, 148Philawith jacket for stoker fire. For
10-23P delphia, 9.
sale cheap. Call 834.

ester,'

BY WILL COOK

Mr. Smith
petite five

, Is
miths discov•
ler Personal.
cat
. sect hoer teats
rackword...

ort con mean
Personalized
a front seats,
dieing Seats,
1)1., and see!
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the famed

Hardy Family!

"THE FRIENDLY
FUNERAL HOME"
*

SUPERIOR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
Equipped With
OXYGEN
"
311

Telephone 98
N. 4th - Murray, Ky.

MICKEY ROONEY
ANDYHARDY COMESHOME

le

111-G -NI
rusks in

A)

".`443

p1CE
444
Ah1:11.erw.e.
'Distr. as Lotted Feat..

4

1••••• I71-44

I...

CINEMASCOPE

I THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG

kENGAS

47

I

I

pRoPAN

42

A MEMORABLE FILM TRIBUTE TO

106 N. Ith St
Ph. 1177
Murray, Ky,

4

Inc.

AMERICA S

`..i

t•REATF.ST

/0•40..r.e •• EASTMAN COLOR
*

• IP.,Ia •I
W..m.,. a als4.441,4
Oa/ Ob.

dm, l•

HERMAN HOFFMAN

meloard.•*•••44, DORE SCHARY

11111111MI

by Reaburn—Van Duras

NANCY
•.•

WHAT
HAPPENED
TO OUR
OTHER
EGG
CUP?

c

NANCY

---ER-- A -- ER--

sLuGao
BORROWED

IT

argsVislearf.a,
by Ernie Busbnialler

ABBIE an' SLATS
IT.
•-

IF / DISCOVER SNE'S
INCURABCE, I WILL SEE
TO rr THAT SHE lS PLACED
IN AN INSTITUTION;

ABBIE SCRAPPLE INSISTS
':..NTED MY PAINTINGS,
7 IT OBVIOUS 54-1E3
S02CIETY,
Oum
Ti
;‘SENACLEER
"iis

AND THE THREAT TO PAY
WILL ISE
(CNUCXLE) REMOVED
ONCE AND FOR
ALL;

REPUTATION

.

15•411
)

II

UL' ABNER
WE HOPED
MANHATTAN ISLAND
WOULD PROVE
EDUCATIONAL FOR
OUR CHILDREN!!

eersonal

)ealer

with

For Prompt Installatioa

S

omfortl

MAX H.
CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

32.

arrno

on!

1•1,\N FUN

r,

•
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L_LA

I abeth stopped him. -It's all Walla for a spell." Mast- non
CHAPTJER 19
how
did not right," she said She offered her said. -Had to stop an
LIZABETH
L get away from Camp Supply heed. -Goodbye, Jake. And It you was getting along
come
ever
Mustang
,you
out
"it
little
"A
I
out
way.
your
Ur!, vvening as she had planned.
!wasn't it ?" Elisabeth ask -1
for there was buying to be Vine. Creek way, be sure to stop."
"Will do," he said. "Sure you j "Well,' Masterson saul 'not
oargains to be made. She searched
ow a ii.agusted family and bought can nandle that team with one ithat far. Maybe we could pitch
another wagon and four horses good arm? The boy knows which in a little.
"You might help Tom with
for ices than ststy dollars, then way is gee and haw. don't he?"
"He'll 'soon learn," she said the roof,' she said.
hired a roan to load the wagon
and walked toward her wagons
Tom Rettig heard that. He
at thr sutler s warehouse.
Mobeetle Jake and his woman looked doa-n and said. "Don't
She knew nothing about the ,stood there until Elizabeth got need
no help'
trading business, but she bad a under way and
drove oft the poet.
"Now no sense in aeing that
natural instuict for good-senpe
'Finally Jake looked at the wom- 'way," Masterson said
t
buying and she pushed a hard an and
Bald. "I ought to beat get along at all?"
bargain with the sutler.
manners into you."
"No," Tom said.
Ti, her way of thinking. the
He turned and went inside the i In • softer tone. Maritcl.son
Texans would riot be eOrrallig adobe, slamming the door.
"I'11 go on up and help inn'.
north until spring. and all ttal
White Bird slowly turned her and mnybe it'll work out' He
trade s.ie would have through
glance down at the music box, alerted to pull nonself onto the
the winter would be with the In- then quickly snatched It up and root and as he ilia so. Tom Retblankets
bought
she
so
dians,
hugged it against her, her Ulna tig lumped down. Masterson said,
and strap iron and gots and tight about It.
"Hey where you goin'?"
knick-knacks abandoned by a
• • •
"You want to do it. then do
Ank hundred families. She rummaged
Sighting the cottonwood grove
w for jewelry and beads and dress- early in the evening, Elizabeth It by yourself." He turned and
es and cloth that the sutler was Rettig stopped the team and just trotted toward the cottonwood
more than eager to get rid of. sat there, studying the trees. grove.
-"Hey." Masterson y.eileu after
The wagon load, carefully packed, They spread along the creek bank
and piled nigh, cost her less than for nearly • quarter of a mile, him, but the boy didn't stop He
looked at Elizabeth and shook
a nundred dollars.
and grew In a think, two-acre /Us - need. "Don't that beat slit?'
While she Was buying, she patch where the
crossing made • I guess he'd rather iun off and
thought of White Bird and bought sharp wwitchbacic Her first' imhide than be around Me"
that
a mahogany Music be
pala% was to build the cabin beplayed a tinkling time: she meant neatfi the trees, then Mee thought- Billy Dixon came over, walking
with a •i pronounced limp. He •
to make a gift of it. She bought better of IL
grGin'ea through a thicket of
somettang for the girls, dolls she
She was building a trading
up
found in the bottom of a trunk. post, and It ought to be where whiskers. "What you dots)*
•
And for Tom there was a rifle, ft could be seen, so she chose there, boy? Carpenterire"
"More like making mud pies,"
not a new rifle, Out a good gun, a flat, grassy spot a half mile
Masterson said. "You and Jim
a bargain at eight dollars.
east of the grove, where she Wawa fb go
catch- up with
The two girls did not want to could see the unlimited prairie, you."
adobe,
but
Jake's
leave Mobeetie
and where the prairie traveler
"Well, we'd thought about It,"
Elizabeth was firm and loaded could see her when he was yet Dixon admitted. "Don't mean to
them into the first wagon. To great distances away.
be Impolite, ma'am, but Bat only
Tom. she said, "You want to be
They camped that first night, said he was gain' to stop a
a man, then drive the-ox." He eating and turning In for an minute."
suddenly grinned and squared hIs early start in the morning.
-Now don't be in a rush." Masshoulders. "There's a Spencer
A fractured arm would have terson said, rominy down on the.
r.ifle leaning against the seat_ made most men hesitate in the FOOL "You want to go that bad,
1/11.'s yours as long as you show building of a home, but Eliza- we'll go.'' He looked around the
me you have sense enough to beth Rettig merely figured out building site. "Figure to do your
handle IL"
•
ways to work around the handi- tradin' in here the first year?"
"Gee. thanks, Aunt Elizabeth." cap. Tom did all the ax work
"Yes, It'll do. I thought I'd
Be ran to the wagon and vaulted when it came to felling trees, but
build a bigger building over there
onto the seat.
Elizabeth could pull a saw with
she indicated a spot
Moobeetie Jake watched him, one hand, at least one end of it, next year."
twenty yards west.
eyes pulled into fleshy allts. and together they cut timber for
"Dang it all. Bat." Said Dixon.
"Maybe you- done the right thing the sill logs and floor.
"Come on. we can't wear out the
there. Load him down with man's
Fifteen days saw the walla up daylight talking."
work until his back breaks. Make and the rafter hung. The place
"My impatient friend," Masterhim want to be a kid again, was nearly forty feet long and son said, grinning. "Take care,
trick."
the
do
just
might
That
twelve feet wide, which made Elizabeth. I'll be back."
"1 hope it will," Elizabeth said. roofing it easy. Tom used sticks
"And I'll be watching fog you,"
box.
music
the
laced together, then plastered she said, then stood there while
She produced
to
wife
Elizabeth
grass.
your
ask
and
mud
with
you
"Would
they mounted up and rode out.
come out, Jake? I want to give was fitting the window sine when
Until that moment she had
she had visitor,, Bat Masterson been too busy working to think
her this."
He flipped his head around and two buffalo hunters whom'he of her own
loneliness or
and bawled her name: she came introduced as Billy Dixon and how empty the land was. but
Jim Hanrahan.
obediently to the door.
Masterson's brief visit brought it
They spent some time walking to her, reminding her that this
Elizabeth extended the gift.
and
work
"You'Ve been very kind to me. around, admiring the
place was only a small dot on a
I want you to have this." T,Se remarking how amazed they were sea of grass.
one
by
done
was
White
much
finally
so
that
4.11eld the box and
Weird took It, but only for an in- woman and three children.
"When a man loans a woman
Tom continued to work: he
stant. She turned It in her hands,
looked at it, then dropped it on would not answer Masterson's money, Ifs never stylctly bindthe ground, her face unchanging. howdy. The two girls were ?nix- neris, e•en If she tfilnke it ta."
"You damned heathen!" Mo- ing mud and grass mortar and Elizabeth Is told. %%hat can alio
Bay to that? The story conchinking in between the legs.
beetle Jake said hotly,
"Thought we'd go out to Adobe tinues tomorroe.
Be meant to hit her, but Eliz•
- -

YOUNG

first time
Together for the

3

2111111, W111 Cook. Reprinted by arrangement with Dodd,
mid Oa DIstrieete4
Pas natures arwOrate.
•

•

ROCKET GOBLIN — Randy Leppert makes like a rocket In
his Halloween costume this
year in New York. The NecchlElna Hume Arta center there
says the Halloween outfit can
be made for less than a dollar.

18

et I.7m
• •• vou rote
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MICKEY 84 SONin !

Friday Night
Cuba at Lynn Grove

PROVIDENCE, R. I. UPI
NEEDED: Ambition, light truck Tommy Garrow, 138, Claremont,
FOUR ROOM Furnished apart- or car to handle America's most N. H., outpointed Pat McCoy, 139,
ment. Phone 1217.
10-24 wanted Farm Lilfe Products, Galway, Ireland 8.
household necessities and brooms,
Ar•swer to Yesterday'• Puzzle
UNIFURNISHED apartment with mops and brushes. Write FurstCROSSWORD PUZZLE
3 rooms and bath, 1 block from McNess Co., Freeport, Ill. 10-21C
7- linactuiter•
cols:me. $30 month. Fur appointACROSS
sued
ment phone 721.
10-23C SPECIAL TYPE route work. 60
8-Employ
I-Standards
Stops, 51
2 days. $80 guarantee
/
0otball
,
9-1
8-Reject
position
3 ROOM APARTMENT on North plus expenses weekly. Opportu11 - Breakfast
(abbr.)
food
15th acres from college campus. nity to earn $200 weekly. Perm10-Sea nymph
12- fis Puision
11 -Choice part
Phon 834.
14-Rupees
10-2313 anent. Write Fuller Brush Com13-L
(aide
pany, 422 Columbus Ave., Paanima
14-Farm
1I-flourmet
FIVE ROOM Apartment, unfurn- ducah, Ky. Phone 3-2777. 11-1C
11-le•ue forth
17-Not, a scale 2I-Part
of
II-French for
,ishett or partly furnished. Utilspinning
"summer"
ities furnished. Phone 98I-W or HOUSE TRAILER, 30 foot. Call
ma-h 0•
22-Firyptian
21-Croe
Ing
girt
see at 1210 Olive.
singing
10-23C 737-M-4.
10-2312
of
out
_
IS-Twirls
of
fl-Utlt
TWO agsakRoom FURNISHED POLAROID LAND Camera with
27-Central
Japanese
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TONIGHT

Marlon Brando - Dean Martin
Montgomery Clift

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

Business Opportunities

Inv •••Irmal•

LAST TIMES

Tuesday Night
Hazel at Puryear

REMINGTON 12 Gauge autoCHICAGO UPI — Aerry Jormatic shotgun with pally choke.
Practically new. See Keith Bran- dan, 147, Chicago stopped Indian
10-23C Buddy Jackson, 145- ia, Spring
don or Phone 305-W
vile, N. Y., 7.
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BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Let. justice roll down as waters, and rightAmos 5:24.
eousness as a mighty stream.
In all our relations in life justice and
righteousness should .be our passion.pWe can
tolerate nothing else without making slaves
of ourselves.
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Kirksey 4-H News

•

Lochie Landolt, Editor

Phone 1685

by

VAYte440 Vold
SOCIAL CALENDAR
N011'• ••

3

SERVICE
(ilz famous

SANITONE
DRY
CLEANING
CASH AND CARAT ONLY
G.ors a mai

Any garment brought in
before 9:00 will be clean td,

prettied

and

waitIng

by 5:00 — same day —
or the Job .s FREE!

BOONE
Laundry-Cleaners
Phone 233 - 234

Tuesday. October 21st
' mcTlie
ctff:alsa
Eva Ta
l:lslt circle of

e3 o ish
the WuS.S.
rc
.C
hwoifi
he
Methodist
will I rneeth with n Mrs.r ClaudelFarmert,
ove H.g way
1 2:30 pm.

Girl

Margaret Tucker

The Kirksey Junior 4-H Club
held their first meeting September 10th in Mrs. Rogers room
al the High School. Mrs. Wrather,
c:ub leader, discussed the dif:crept projects the boys and girls
cot.Kd take this year. She also
discussed farm Safety.
The Junior 4-H Club held a
second meeting October 2nd. Mr.
Sims, Ass't County Agent Was
Present and talked to the members. Officers for the comming
year were elected and are: President, Gary Ezell, Vice-President,
Kenny Oliver, Secretary, Sue
Huckleby. Reporter, Maragret
Tucker, Treasurer, 'Brenda Cunningham, Recreation Lea de r,
Pam Tidwell, 'Scold Leader, Garry Hale and Teddy Potts.
We are proud of our fine officers. We know that, they will
perform their duties in an excellent manner. Another meeting
will be held next month.

BEE COLONY

Scout

News

The .girls of Troop 15 under
the leadership of Mrs. Ahce Outland are all Senior girls working
on the Five Point Program.
Girl Scouting is no single thing,
but covers a wide range of activities. It can be as narrow as the
alley behind the drugstore or as
wide as the world. No other organization offers so many varieties of program as Girl Scouting.
In Girl Scouting we have the
opportunity to grow physically,
spiritually, emotionally, and socially.
The promise and laws are the
heart of Girl Scouting. Every
Troop in the country begins with
these fundamentals.
The Lye important elements of
the Senior Scout Program includes the out-of-doors, service,
preparedness, knowledge of your
Girl Scout council and your special hobbies. By the time you,
have completed your Seni or
Scouting you will know what activities interest you most and
what you would like to pursue in
the future.
Troop 15 is planning a Dad
Date Night for October 24. We
are cooking dinner for our dad's
at the Girl Scout Cabin in the
Park.
Troop 15 along with all Girl
Scouts in Murray is working on

in the h me of Mrs.
Reeves at 2:00 Pin• •••
The Gladys McElrath B.W.C.:
Thursday, October 23rd
Circle of the Memorial • Baptist
The Zeta Deparornent of the
the
home
of
Church will meet in
Woman's club v.ol 'have a masMrs. Thyra Crawford at 730 in querade dance at the club house
the everting.
from 9 until midnight.
• •••
••••
Circle One of the WSCS meets
Tuesday, October 28th
in the Chettie Stakes room of the
The Murray star chapter No.
educational building at 2:30 in
ORDINANCE NUMBER 217,
433 OES will meet at 730 in the
the afternoon.
BEING AN oDROLANCE DE,
•
•
•
•
everlj.ng
at
the
Masonic
hall.
•
CLARING THE NEED, NECESSThe Lydian Class of the First
ITY, DESIRABILITY. AND INBaptist Church will meet in the
TENTION OF THE CITY OF
home of Mrs. Wilburn Farris at
MURRAY. KENTUCKY, TO
7 p.m. Mrs luy Bilfington's
ANNEX CERTAIN CONTIGUgroup. No. One will be in charge:
OUS TERRITORY TO THE CITY
• ••• •
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY; AND
The Christian Women's FelMr. and Mrs. Bruce McGuire, ACCURATELY DEFINING 71HE
lowship of the First Christian HarrisbUrg, Ill., spent last week BOUNDARIES OF THE TERRIChurch will have a meeting in visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Col- TORY WHICH CITY OF MURthe church'at 9:30 in the morn- lins. Route Five.
RAY, KENTUCKKY PROPOSES
. .nog....Group Three will be hostess.
T9 ANNEX.
••••
•
• • ••
BE IT ORDAINED BY THS1
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Key have
The Dorca s Sunday School returned from a visit with their OOMMON COUNCIL OF TH1E1
Class of the First Baptist Church son. Rev. Bonell Key and family CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCwill meet at seven thirty at the in Central City. Also visiting KY, AS FOLLOWS:
Murray Electric Building. This with them were Pvt. Bob Key
SECTION I. That it is needful,
will be a Halloween costume and wife from Fort Knox, Ky.
necessary. and desirable that the
party 'Send everyone is asked to
following described lands lying
••••
come dressed in some kind of
adjacent and contiguous to the
Halloween costume.
Mr. Hari:: D,:liney of Atlanta, present boundary limits of the
•• • •
Ga., was called home this week City of Murray, Kentucky, be
Circle Two of the WSCS of the because of the illness of his annexed to said City of Murray,
First Methodist Church will meet father. Mr. W. P. Dulaney who is Kentucky, and become a part
at 230 in the afternoon In the in the Murray General Hospital. thereof, to-wit:
Beginning at a 4-inch concrete
social hall. Hostess will be Mes- Mr. Dulaney is much 'improved
dames W. D. Sykes and J. T. and expects to be borne this marker 20424 feet East of the
Southeast corner of the interSammons.
week.
section of North 18th Street and
College Farm Road. Murray,
Kentucky (said street intersection being marked with an axle),
said beginning pchnt being in the
North line of the city limits of
1958 and
Murray, Kentuck as
on the South side of College
Farm Road; thence North 89 degrees 00' East 2,026 7 feet with
the South side of College Farm
Road to the centerline of North
.
16th Street; thence in a Northerly
direction 295 feet; thence Nord$
SCI degrees 18' East 840.7 feet
with the South righO-of-way line
of Chestnut Street to a concrete
corner marker placed on said
right-of-way line (at a point approximately 75 feet East of
North 15th Street); thence North
4 degrees 0'7' West 1,766.0 feet
(with the West line of Orchard
Heights Addition) to a 4-inch
concrete corner marker; thence
South 8'7 degrees 06' West 2,870.8
feet to a concrete corner marker
placed on the South right-of-way
line of Coldwater Road (Ky.
•
Hwy. No. 121); thence South 4
degrees 20' East 1,759.5 feet to
the point of beginning. said West
line being 225 feet West of and
parallel with North 18th Street.
All of the distances and directions herein given are as shown
on "Plat of the City Limits."Extension, Murray. Kentucky, dated
September, 1956", being Survey
No 58-174, Murray Book 1, page
78, as prepared by Elmer Y.
Hollis. Registered Civil Engineer,
Paducah, Kentucky.
SEC7'ION III. That it is the
Intention of City of Murray, Kentucky, to annex to City of blurY71Cerifu&K, so as fo become
a part thereof, the territory described in SECTION I hereof.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor of City of
Murray, Kentucky
A1-1•T: C.B.Grogan, city clerk
10-29C

PERSONALS

TUESDAY — OCTOBER 21, 1958

Lynn Grove
4-H News
The Lynn Grove 4-H met on
October 17, 1958 in the agriculture room at Lynn Grove High
School.
At this meeting the Presidint
Donald Doran was absent so the
viceopresident, Steve Story called
the meeting to order. The roll
was called by the Secretary, Dan
McDaniel. The pledges to the
flags were led by Max Workman
and Steve Story.
Two new officers were elected
at this meeting, song leader. Patty Key; Recreation, Max Workman.
Mr. Sims showed the club
some slides on a trip he had experienced to Cororedo. Mrs. Wrather was absent at this meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at
2:45 p. m.
Reporter, Judy Dalton

Speeder Praises Police

rITRACA, N. Y. — (UPI) —
Cornell University has one of the
largest and most complete beekeeping libraries in the world.
During the past 30 years, the
university has turned our more
agriculturists with masters' and
doctors' degree than ally other
institution in he world.

First

NEW YORK —(UPI)— John
K. Hagen, 45, a building conractor, was fined $5, the minimum,
after he told the judge that the
patrolman who arrestern him for
speeding had been correct, courteous and considerate. Hagen als.
contributed $10 to the Polic
Athletic League.

1_0

Loc,
United

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at

1
By

41
4

Phone 433

4th & Main

EVERGREENS

By JAM
United

BROADLEAFS - CONIFERS - AZALEAS
• FINEST QUALITY PLANTS
* LOWEST PRICES

Brunswick stew originated in
Brunswick 'County, Va., according to the National Geographic
Magazine.
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We Save You Money!
— Special Prices At Nursery—

exhibits for the Girl Scout Art
Show to be held the week of
November 10.
We have many important and
interesting activities planned for
this years work.

See us for free advice and estimate.

MURRAY NURSERY & FLORIST
Phone 364

800 Olive St.
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IT WILL PAY YOU
TO MAKE THIS
SPLIT-SUIT
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DRY CLEANING TEST

fur Li new Fair lane 500 Club Victoria.
Chic. sleek. high-styled!

=TULLY
•

Res
$ Western
cloudy an,
night, wi
this after
low tonig
cloudy an
day, high

=NED
To say the 59 Ford is "new".., is an widerstatement. For the 59 Ford is much more:
it's a brilliant kind of newness.
•

to the exciting elegance of the Thunderbird.. And there you have it: the sleek and
graceful 59 Ford is a perfect blending of
Thunderbird elegance with the world's
most beautiful proportions!

It's a newness of beautiful proportions....
not a bulky, "padded shoulder" look, but
a classic rightness of space, size and line.
It's a departure flow the humdrum in cars

Here's .how. Take 2 BQ-6 tablets (one white, one brown)
every haif hour until 6 are taken.
No waiting hours between doses
with double-dose 13Q-15! Happy
results LN 90 MINUTES or your
59e back at any drug store Improved formula SQ-8 NOW -at
Holland Drug Store.

NEW! s9

Ford swordod Gold
Medal ler beautiful proportions by
the ComitE Francais de l'Fleasince
at Kr(MtIs World's Fair. You'll ad•
mire the crisp styling of the new
Thinline roof, the flesh, Straight•
through look of the big picture
windows that surround you.

There's a happy ending, too. The 59 Ford
is a masterpiece of underpricing! ,

In our 31st year of
termite control
work
Guarantee Covering Cod
of Future Repairs

BOONE LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

•• •

NEW!A simplified low-east, Auto.
Drive! cans this all-riew
Fordomatic Drive with Ford's Mileage Maker Six or Thunderbird V•8
and enjoy automatic driving at a
price within everyone's car hudget I
With nearly a third few,' parts,
upkeep costs an lower, tool
emetic

I.

Get that NEW FORD FEELING`Yirn- thc cars with Thunderbird elegance

Recomm•nded by 96 Lumber
Companies In This Area

•

PARKER MOTORS

for information only call

MURRAY LUMBER

PHONE 233 or234

N

EW!save up to S cents no every
gallon of gasoline! Esery standard
Ford engine-Six or Thunderbird
VA-thrives on trgular gas at regular prices. And with Full Flow oil
Filter you change oil only at 4000
miles instead of the 1000 miles
often recommended. •

Murray, Ky.

COMPANY
Phone 262

,
••
afier.- -•••••••••.-

s
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•

yaimpamaai,.....aL

...,.....104•MYSWA•••04101011lagbar.

acky

•

makes your clothes look noticeably cleaner!
When both pieces come home,compare them carefully. If you don't agree
that we've done the better job by far, we'll refund every cent you paid us
for cleaning. We're positive however, that you'll find the pants cleaner.
You'll also notice that they have a nicer "body" or feel, fresher looking
pattern and color.... resist wrinkling much better. You can't lose so why
not make this test today!
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United Press

.3 CO.
Phone 433

By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
United Press International

AZALEAS

kNTS

FRANKFORT (UPI) — Gov.
0. B. Chandler Tuesday warned
Superintendent of Public Instruction Robert R. Martin not to engage in future political skirmishes with him.
"I am no longer trying t7) appease Martin. If Martin gets off
base," Chandler said, "I know
how to tag him out.
The governor said he was
chagrined by news stories that
plied he suffered a defeat in
Ws dispute with Martin over
contral of the Division of Proparty Utilization. The Court of
Appeals ruled last Friday that
Chandler did not have authority
to transfer the division from the
Department of Education.
Chandler termed the move of
the surplus property division "a
moot question" because the governor appoints the State Board
ad Education.
ir Chandler recalled that he made
his firet appointments to the
board from lists provided by
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FLORIST
Phone 364
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Me Bongo, You Colo

Ett2orit

Thomas Reeves
Completes

•

•

under.k and
ing of
vorld's

Martin. But, he added, he will
now make appointments without
consulting the superintendent.
"If he (Martin) keeps operating in politics," Chandler said,
"we intend to move in and we
will move in. We will give him
whatever whipping and spankings he deserves and earns."
Martin is state campaign manager for Bert T. Combs, Prestonsburg, anti-admini stra t 1 o n
candidate for the 1959 Democratic gubernational nomination.
Martin later answered Chandler's charges, saying, " The Division of Property Utilization has
never been used for political
purposes- .and it will not be used
for political purposes. The only
person who has attempted to
involve it in politics is the governor."
T he superintendent described
the state Board of Education as
a "high type." He added. "It
has been a pleasure to work
with them and I shall continue
to work with them and I shall
continue to work on the plane
with them."

OOLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)
Jungle boy Bongo met city kid
Colo. She was ecstatic. He was
'...5•••• Pr... 1.•••••satlertsi
reserved.
This boy-meets-girl affair took
•Kentucky Weather Syropgis
place at the Columbus Zoo TuesA weak cold front, accompani- day. It was meant to start an
ed by a narrow band of showers eight-jsear courtship between the
stretches from northern Illinois world's only gorilla born in capto southwest Arkansas today. It tivity and a baby gorilla from
will continue to push slowly Africa.
eastward over the next 24 hours,
Bongo is 16 months old and a
reaching central Kentucky by black 21 pounds. wearing a reearly Thursday. Another area of flective expresai..n.
rainfall exteods atom Use
-emanthe eadeP•nnd 411
Coast to the eastern. sloped
s heavier. shwas signs of
the Appalachians. This will ac- being spoiled.
"'Lunt for some cloudiness in
Dr. James Vickers, zoo veteastern Kentucky today and pos- erinerian. approached Cola's cage
sible sprinkles in the extreme with the little immigrant from
east. Showers should begin in the French Cameroons clinging
today and tightly to him.
western Kentucky
move into the eastern sections
Bongo poked an inquiring paw
Thursday.
at Colo and she responded enOutlook for Friday — Uncer- thusiastically, indicating apparent
tain except expected to be cool- success at the meeting.
Cr.
Zoo Supt. Earl Davis ordered
Bongo at an estimated cost of
Regional Forecasts
$5,000 as a playmate for Colo, he
•Western Kentucky — Mostly said, when it appeared she was
cloudy and mild today and to-, beginning to act as though she
night, with showers beginning thought she were han.
um
this afternoon. High today 75,
Vickers said Bongo's cage will
low tonight 53 to 58. M.etly be moved next to Cob's so they
cloudy and a little cooler Thurs- can get acquainted. Eventually
day, high about 70.
they will share a suite, and if
all goes well, eight years from
'ADVISORY
TOBACCO CURING
now they may start a family.
It was very dry in the Blue
Kentucky
eastern
and
Graes
Tuesday. with humidity falling
'cloy: 20 per cent. In western
Kentucky, it was 35 per cent or
Basic
laWer during the afternoon. It
in
humid
more
will be much
you RILEY, Kan. — Artily
the west today, averaging above
•per-oent-----tluc -ft..••••-•••. -.and
somewhat more humid in the Mr. and Mrs. Albert V. Reeves,
east aLso. Rather humid Weather Dexter, Ky., recently‘ completed
is likely over the central and eight weeks of basic combat
eastern sections Thursday. Barns training at Fort' Riley, Kan.
The 19-year-Old soldier was
should be (aliened today if leaf
still curing. University of Ken- graduated from A Im o H igh
School in 1957.
Acky tobacco experts advise.
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Martin Warned
By Gov.Chandler
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Wayne Williams
At Soil Meeting
ASHEVII•t•F, N.C. — Over 900
members of the Soil Conservation
Society of America have convened here Sunday for three days
of the Society's annual convention.
Wayne Williams of Murray,
was one of the active delegates
at this meeting.
A full program of talks and
panel discussions by authorities
in soil and water conservation
was scheduled. A held trip to
the Biltmore Estate, which has
been described as the "Cradle
of Conservation in the United
State" and films, slides, and
exhibits rounded out the conference.
The theme of the conference
was "Land and water or tomorrow's living." The Soil Conservation Society now has over
9,000 members in some 73 countries. Its headquarters are in Des
Moines, Iowa.

Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 22, 1958

First Annual
Conference
Is Saturday

The 30th annual First District
PTA Fall Conference will be
held at Heath High School,
Heath, Ky., Saturday Oct. 25th.
Registration will begin at 9.30.
The meeting will begin at ten
o'clock with Mrs. W. L. Bennett,
First District President, presiding.
Mr. A. L. Roberts, Principal of
Heath High School, will welcome the guests, with response
by Mrs. J. A. Gadberry giving
the 'Invocation by Rev. H. L.
Lax.
Roll call will be answered by
delegates from a large number of
the 70 units in First District.
Guest speaker for the meeting
will be Mrs. Raymond Bolton,
Corbin, Ky., President of Kentucky Parent -Teacher Association.
Also on the morning program
_
the -Legislative Program will be
United Press Inter:41one,
explained by Mrs. Frank McBUFFATO, N. Y. UPI — Two Gary, President of FIDE.A.
officers checking Tuesday night to
Afternoon session will be a
see why Patrolman Edward J. presentation of awards with 7
Biddeman, 38, failed to report units receiving Extra Superior
for duty, found all four members ratings and 8 receiving Superior
of his family shot to death.
ratings.
Workshops will be taught on
Six bullets fired by Biddernan's
.38
wife, Mildred, 36, from his
various phases of PTA work, by
caliber service revolver wiped out ,District Chairman.
what neighbors said was a quiet,
home-loving family.
Biddeman and two children,
Edward Jr., 5, and Maureen, 8,
were fund in bed. Mrs. Biddeman. who had saved the last
The American Legion Auxilibullet for herself, lay dead on the
kitchen floor in her nightgown ary Will meet Monday evening
October 27th at 7 o'clock in the
and pink housecoat.
Detective Chief John J. Whalen home of the president, M r s.
said Mfg. Biddeman, who had Claude Anderson, Hazel.
A film will be shown of the
suffered a nervous breakdown
early this year following the School of New Hope by Mrs.
death of her father, apparently John Williams.
Hostesses for :he meeting will
went berserk in the tidily-kept
despiling abort I a.
riiiMiar ke..dirs,. Macon Erwin and Mrs.
" }theft - theorized the woman Anderson.

Family Of Policeman
All Shot To Death

Legion Auxiliary
Meets On Monday

a.

slipped out of bed while the rest
of the household slept and went
to a closet to remove the revolver from where it hung in a
holster belt. She then returned to
the bedroom, shot her husband in
the head and killed her children
by shooting each twice in the
head.
Calloway County maintained a
Medical Examiner James F.
Benedict called it a case of homi- perfect cage record last night
with the second victory in less
cide and suicide,
than a week over their neighbors
-south of the border" as the
Hazel High School Lions dropped
the Puryear 'Hornets 61-59 on
Meets
The Tennessee court. Concord
opened the county season with a
There will be a meeting of 1118-72 win over Buchanan last
the P-TA of the school of New Friday night.
It was a close, hard fought
Hope Thursday night at 7:30 at
contest from the opening whistle.
the school at 6th and Poplar.
An election and installation of The Lions trailed for two quarofficers for the present school ters before forging ahead at the
year is planned, a spokesman outset of the second half. The
‘aid. A progress film of The stu- biggest point spread was nine
markers when the Calloway
dents will be shown.
All members are urged to be Countians led 41-32 in the third
present at this important meet- stanaa.
Personal fouls dealt the fatal
ing.
lalow _to Use_ Homers The
year squad committed 23 fouls
CAMP TO MEET
that gave the Lions 32 tosses
from the charity lane. H a ze I
Murray WOW Camp 592 will made' good on 13 of those atmeet at 7:00 o'clock, Thursday tempts for a 40 per cent shooting
evening. October 23rd in the average. Puryear's charity eye
was the better, scoring five of
American Legion Hall
_1

e
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•

Many Careers Are Taking Shape As Calloway Students
Attend Murray State College And Others Over The Nation
Ed. Note: This is the second
„Installment of a two-part series
dbf articles written by Mrs.
Lochie Lendolt on Galloway
students who are furthering
their education in colleges and
universities over the land.
An attempt was made to find
out the names of all Calloway
students who are in college
this year. Any persons who
have not been listed are urged
to write to the Ledger & Times
'living the name, college, and
objective of the student, together with the parents names
and address.
Ray Dunn; son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Dunn, is a junior biology
major at Murray State. He was
graduated in 1958 from FreedHardeman Junior College, Henderson, Tenn.
Sons of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
/tiller, South Sixth Street are
Rank and Mitt. Frank is a
freshman at the University of
Louisville School of Medicine,
Louisville. He graduated from
Murray State in June arid was
graduated from Murray High

I, AutoIll-new
l's Mile/it'd V-8
ng at a
hudgett
parts,

elegance

31 DIE AS AIRLINER AN1
ITALIAN JET COLLIDE
Hazel Seniors To
Give Play Friday
The Hazel Seniors announce
their play, "Hessie of the Sills"
October 24 at 7:30 p. m. in the
High -School gymnasium
The cast includes the following:
Hughes Bennett, Gail Grogan,
Richard Vance, Becky Hampton,
Janet Chrisman, Martha Taylor,
Nets Patton, Pat Barrow, Leroy
Bennett, Henry Blakely, Gerald
Owen
Everyone is invited to attend.

Life Underwriters
To Hear Cunningham

Funeral For Pilot Parachutes To Safety
But Big Plane Is Destroyed
Miss Amy
Osborn Held
Funeral services were h Id this
t the
afternoon at 2 o'clock
:".)ear
Mt. Carmel Baptist Churc !
New Concord, for Miss Amy ,Rsborn, 72, who died at her hate
in Plano, Ill., following a heart
attack.
Miss Amy will be known to
the people of Murray and Calloway County as the blind lady
who operated the concession
stand in the courthouse lobby for
many years. She was an inspiration to other blind persons in
the community and was admired
by all who know her. She has
been away; from Murray now
for about 15 years.
She is survived by one sister,
Mrs. Iona Wisehart of Tampa,
Fla., and several nieces and nephews.
The funeral was conducted by
Rev. D. W. Balington and burial
was in the McCuiston Cemetery.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of .the funeral
arrangements.

.schol in 1954. Mitt Is a third was graduated from Murray
quarter freshman at Georgil _High School n 1956. He is the
Tech, Atlanta, Ga. He is a co-op son of Mr. and Mrs. Robertstudent majoring in chemical en- Young, Route Two.
gineering. Alternate quarters are
Judy Allbritten, daughter of
spent at Monsanto Chemical Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Allbritten,
Plant, Columbia, Tenn. He grad- is a freshman at Blue Mountain
uated from Murray High in 1957. College. Blue Mountain, Miss.
Mrs. Gene Bogard, Route two, She was pledged to Eunonians.
Murray, the former Miss Sue
Bobby Zane Workman, a senCaroline Richardson, is attending ior at Murray State College, is
Murray State in the freshman majoring in chemistry. A gradclass. She is taking a one year uate of Murray High ScPiol, he
business course. The daughter of is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Richardson, Workman, 1700 Miller Avenue.
407 South Eighth street, she was
A freshrn.an at Murray State,
graduated from Murray High Ola Mae Burkeen, is majoring in
School class of 1958.
business. She is a graduate of
Ann Barnett, a Murray State Almo 'High 'School and is emsenior, is in Russellville doing played at Kuhn's store. Her parpractive teaching. She is major- ents are Mr. and Mrs. Barnes
ing in home economics and was a •Burkeen, Alma.
member of the Murray State
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cole,
band until this semester. Silo is Hamilton Avenue are college stuthe daughter of Mr. and Mrs. dents at Murray State. She is
Collie Barnett, 1608 Farmer 'Ave. taking nursing and he is enrolled
Robert Tyrone Young, is a for pre-medical training. They
junior at Murray State taking a are from Providence. She attendpre-veterinary course. He is a ed Murray Training School.
member of Delta Alpha social
Ila Mae Hopkins. daughter of
pits, agriculture club and Mr. and Mrs. Cloys Hopkins,

Alma, is a freshman lausaness
major at Murray State. She is a
graduate of Almo High School
and is employed at Scott Drug.
Wanda Taylor. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Taylor is a freshman at Murray State College,
majoring in English.
Myrna Kay Hargis, graduate
of Almo High Schol, is a freshman business maaar .in Murray.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bud l Hargis.
Majoring in English, Bobby
Johnson is a freshman at Murray
State and the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Johnson,
Elsie Love, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hunter- Love, is a
freshman business major at Murray State. She graduated last
spring from Murray High School.
Mrs. Joan Love Bowker,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Hunter
Love, is a senior voace major at
Murray State. She has one son,
David, five years old.
Hal Shipley, son of Mr. and
Mrs E. E. Shipley is in his second year in the Baptist Seminary
+Continued on Page Two)

ANZIO. Italy UPI — A British
European Airways Viscount airliner with 30 or 31 persons aboard
collided in the air with an Italian
air force jet fighter today and
plunged to earth with one wing
sheared off.
"There is practically no hope
for survivors," a BEA spokesman said.
The Italian pilot parachuted into the ,ea off this World War II
beachead battle area and was
rc -ued.
A BEA spokeslan at Naples
said the plane carried 25 passengers and a crew of five. BEA
headquarters in London sSid it
carried 26 passengers and a crew
of five.
BEA did not release a passenger list immediately, but an air,a
line official in London said '
were
journalist
of
number
aboard."
The London Daily Sketch said
three of its reporters and 22yeat-old model Jane Buckingham
were among the passengers.
Miss Buckingham had been the
of
partner
dancing
constant
Prince Shia. of Palitana until 11
days ago. when he met actress
Eva Bartack The actress, who
had been dating the British Marquess of Milford Haven, announced through her press agents
Tuesday that she planned to
marry Prince Shiv,
Out Miss eneltingtiern. angered
over the development, was reported to have accused the rich
Indian of leading her "up the
eraden path.' In a reference to
Eva. Jane warned: "I'm telling
her once again that I wonet let
her have my min:"
She may have been on her way
to Italy to try to straigh'en out
the situation when the BEA
plane on which she was a passenger crashed. Prince.Ahiv• was
reported en route to Rapleo to
tell his father about his engagement to Miss Bartok. Eva reported in London that the Prince had
an accident Tuesday as he drove
across France.
First reports said the four-engine turboprop airliner, on a regharly schedoled flight from London to Malta by way of Naples,
plunged into the sea after the collision. But it actually struck land
near the coast, close to the twin
cities of Anzio and Nettuno. The
impact smashed it into wreckage
that scattered over a 500-yard
area.
It was the first in-flight colli-

Edwin H. Jordan. president of
the West Kentucky Life Uunderwriters Association, announced
today that James E. Cunningham
would address the members at
the next regular monthly meeting which will be held at noon
on Thursday, October 23sd, at the
Hall Hotel in Mayfield.
Mr. Cunningnana is assistant
manager of the Louisville office
of the Metropolites Liii Insuranct Company. In addition to being a member of the million
dollar round table, Mr. Cunningham has also qualified for the
Metropolitan President's Club and
honor club. The subject of Mr.
Cunningham's talk will be 'improving production'.
The West Kentucky Life UnThe only money-making proderwriter's Association is comject of the year for the Murray
posed of Life Insurance agents Parent-Teachers Association
gets
from Mhrray, Fulton, Hickman, underway November Oth when
Benton. and Mayfield.
when subscriptiona for all popular magazines will be taken by
grade school children according
to finance chairmen, Dr and
Mrs. W E. Blackburn.
Christmas gift orders 'may be
given The drive will be concluded on November 14th. It is
hoped by P-TA officers that each
home may turn in at least one
10 attempts for 50 per cent. Hazsubscription.
el committed only 10 personals.
Mothers from the first through
Host Puryear jumped into a
sixth grades will be on hand
quick 2-0 lead that developed
each morning during the dirve
into a seven pciint margin, 13-6,
to receive the orders Mrs. Harry
before Hazel pulled within 'four,
Whayne and Mrs Charles Cald15-11, at the end of the first
well have taken the chairmanperiod. The Hornets again moved
ships of Carter and Austin Schoaway at the start of the second
quarter but the Lions had cut ols respectively.
The students will have order
their lead to a slim one point,
26-25, as the halftime horn blanks to fill out and all Murray and Calloway County citisainded.
zens are urged to cooperate in
Jerry Kent Waters gave the this drive while at the same time
Lons !heir first lead of the receiving intereating reading magame, 27-26, at the outset of the- terial.
:bird stanza. Puryear retaliated
but Erwin connected for the
Lions and Hazel grasped a lead
it never relinquished. Hazel led
47-41 at the end of the thIrd
a laa
quter'fiiht
Vandals are having a heyday
ditch rally in "thefinal cantor for
in Murray and Calloway, accorda 81-59 victory.
ing to reports. Sunday night aWaters took scoring honors for bout twelve rural mail boxes
the evening with 22 points. Two were destroyed by unknown per—
other Lions hit the double fig- sons.
ures, Raspberry, with 13, and
Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield said
Erwin, with 16. Ball led the Hor- that apparently a vehicle was
nets with 21 points Snd Loekley backed off about 15 feet and,
added 13.
the mailboxes knocked to the
ground.
an
broke
team
'II"
Hazel
The
Last night a' tire was slashed
early 6-6 deadlock and led all
By ALBERT E. KAFF
on a local automobile.
the way in downing their optinned Press International
ponents 32-23. Hazel will be host
to Farmington on October 28th.
TAIPEI (UPI) — GeneralissiScore By Quarters
mo Chiang Kai-shek failed today
81
47
HaZel
11 23
to win any major new commit15 36 41 59
Puryear
ments from Secretary of State
Nasal (61).
— The Faxon Coyotes made R John Foster -Dulles an &fending
Raspderry 13, Wilson 6, Waters two victories in a row with a the offshore islands against Com22, Erwin 16, Wilson, T., 4.
54-41 win over visiting Fair munist attack, informed sources
reported.
Puryear (59)
Dealing last night.
Ball 21, Lockley 13, Wade 6,
Slipping into a first-period 16Dulles and Chiang conferred
Ray 7. -McElroy 8, Wilson 2.
8 lead the Coyotes experienced for 45 minutes today in their
but little chfficulty in dropping third meeting and the only' Atheir visitors by a 13 point de- merican assurance announced
cision. Faxon led 29-18 at half- was that the US. Navy would
time and was out front- by 17 escort Nationalist supply vessels
points, 41-24, at the end of to Quemoy • when and if it is
necesaary. This was a restateperiod three.
The Coyotes presented a bal- ment of an old policy.
The Murray chapter of Univeranced scoring attack led by BogChiang was believed to have
sity Dames is having a home- gess
with 14 points. Futrell and pressed Dulles for a statement
coming Coffee on Saturday. Oc- Farris hit for 12 and
13 points that the defense of Quemoy and
'ober 25th at the lounge in Swann
respectively. Kenny Davis of Fair the Matsus was essential to the
Dorm. Hours are from 9 to 11 Dealing
was the high scorer with defense of Formosa itself, but
. T.
16 points
such a statement committing the
All college wives are welcome
Score By Poigts
UUS. armed forces further can
at the, coffee, whish is being held
Faxon
16 29 41 54 come only from President Eisenin honor of the new members.
Fair Dealing
8 18 24 41 hower.
Faxon (54)
Demands Punishment
Alt average of 22,622.000 acres Hale 3, Futrell 12, Farris 13.
The convoy statement issued
14.
Hays 9, Miller 3. by the U.S. Embassy came short—an area larger than the state Soggess
FaFir. Dealing (41)
of Maine — was struck by forest
ly after Premier Chen Cheng
fires each year in the U.S. be- Henson 5, Heath 3, Baker 9, B. urged in a speech that Red China
Heath 2, Davis 16, Keith Davis 6. "should be severely punished for
tween 1940 and 1950.

Magazine Campaign
Of PTA To Start

Hazel High School Wins
Opening Game Of Season

New Hope PTA
Thursday

Vol. LXXIX No. 25!

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vandals Wreak
Havoc On Boxes

orr

sion involving a civilian plane in
Europe's crowded airways since
1949.
BEA said the plane involved"
carried 26 passengers and a crew
of five when it left London today
for the Mediterranean island of
Nalta, with a stop scheduled at
Naples.
Anzic, where Allied troops
Anzio. ashore In 1943, Is on the-coast 80 miles north of Naples.
The collision position was given
as over the Italian coastal military target area between Nettuno
and Anzio. boaut 33 miles southwest of Rome
The in-flight collision came at
12:50 p. m. 8750 a. m. EST as
the Viscount was descending toward Naples' jcaptdichino Airport.
The Viscount collided with an
Italian Air Force F-94 jet plane
on a training flight..
Anzio and- Nettuno are practically the same city, with •ae
community centters only a few
miles apart.
The Italian jet was reported to
have sheered off the left wing of
thr British transport.
The four-engine Viscount fluttered down and crashedd in the
military zone of the Italian artillery experimental center of
Nettuno.
Shortly before 3 p. m. 10 a. m.
E9 the Italian news agency
saki. 15 bodies hadbeen resoverm from the Brities plane.
BEA headquarters in Rome said
the Viscount was flying at art
altitude of 23.000 feet on the
London- Naples-Malts
regular
run.

940,00 In Uncut
Diamonds Stolen
PITTSBURGH (UM—A v.al le
search was underway today far
two men who slugged and robbad
a New York diamond merehaat
at 5140.000 in gems in the caa's
Hill District
Aron Spits. 35. owner of ae
Aron Spits Co, Inc.. New Y -k
City, told police he was jum
by the two men Tuesday
ing and hustled into a vac,
building. He said the men a'
ged him and took two lea'
pouches containing $140,000
uncut diamands.
"They said they would
me." Spire told police. so
stayed in the building for •`• •
(Continued on Page Two)

hiang Fails To
Win New Favors

Faxon Coyotes
Post 54-41 Win

University Dames
To Have Coffee

their fight - and- talk, talk-111dfight tactic's. in the Formosa
Strait."
Despite Dulles' refusal to
further than previous commitments, the Nationalists•atill could
claim a diplomtic victory.
The Nationalists believed that
even with renewed Commurfat
shelling of the Quemoy islands
forces or to take other steps to
reduce chances of CommunistNationalist fighting.
No Backing Down
But today's convoy statement
showed the United States was
not backing down from earlier
commitments despite . Pei pin g
warnings to get out of Formosa.
The Communists consider the
.U. S. convoy escort operations
highly provocative, and Dulles
might have attempted to persuade Chiang to accept American withdrawal from the escort.
commitment.
The Communists shattered the
Quemoy cease fire Monday on
the specific charge — flatly denied by the United States —
that US. escort vessels had intrudect-'into the Quemoy and
Matsu waters. The United States
said it had ceased its escorts Oct.
8 and that 'they had not resumed.
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ynn Grairo vviii
Meet Cuba Cubs

Today's Sports
Parade

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. ne
By OSCAR FRALEY'S
ilonsoliclation of the Murray Ledger. The Callowaa Times. and The
United Press International
Times-Herald. October 20, 197/1 and the West Kentuckian, January
MILWAUKEE UPI — Fraley's
I,.,. 1942
L'Itssa„. and the weekend football
nners.^. — along with some
JAMES C. W qJAMS PUBLISHER
randon reflections on the World
resene the right to reject as Adsertising Letters io the Editor St :PS..
Public Voice AMU which. In OUT Opinion, are not for the best
Game Of The Week
merest 01 our readers
Army over Notre Dame — the
'IAF1ONAL REPRESENTATIVES- WALLACE WITMER CO.. 116S first real test for Army's new
Alonroe. Memphis. Tenn 250 Park Ave., New York: 307 N Mien) ttIonessiene- end" offense. T h e
fan Ave-. Chicago SO Vialyston St. Boston.
Irish are traditionally "up" f -brand new a:Entered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission gs this one but that
tack figures to upset them in a
Secono Class Matter
free-scoring tilt.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: Bs Carrier in Mil:Tray, per week_ 21.1s. per
The East
month FISc In Ca"oway and adjoining counties, per year. S3.50: olse•cp ovcr Penn—The hitwhere, $5 50
made the pitchers
lo k ruod.
WEDNESDAY -- OCTOBER 22, 1958
Yale over Columbia — They
should have let 'em swing gui-

•,
;t!'r-f•s
•- •
S-5•ratuse over Cornell—Preferably
Elviel.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Also: _Brown over Dartmouth.
Colgate over Buknell. Rutgers
2ity
Hall and Gas Building .. $120,000
Neeover Richmond. Harvard es : •
Sewer Plant Expansion .........$125,000
Lehigh. Connecticut over Massa$110,000
New School Buildings
chusetts and Penn State over
I Marquette.
Planning and Zoning Ccmmission with
The Midwest
Professional Consultation
Oh' State over Illinois—Howard shamed the Yankee boost,
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Michigan over Navy — Mantle
may hake bouncier brogans but
Induerial Expansion
he doesn't know as much about
Sid..valks, Curbs, Gutters
shaestri gs.
wa over Indiana. WisI Also:
Widened Streets In Some Areas
ocnsin
eh Purdue, Nebraska
CWinued Home Building
.as State. Minnesota
: over
--thwestern. Iowa State
over
ftirtiort For Murray
ansas. Cincinnati over
over
c7ity Auditorium
XaviEr and SMU over Missouri.
The Wirt
Cahflrnia :Ner Utah — John—
the
ny Logan is the joy - boy
taves.
,
131-BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
USC over Oregon — The bluepla.e specials
Let them have dominion.— Genesis 1:26
Washington over Stanford —
Del Rice is sizzling because he
.Be careful to whim and what you give dominion
hasn't caught a game.
Also: Oregon State over Wyof your thoughts and lives and deeds.
ornIng. UCLA over Florida, Colorsado over Ariz .na. Washington
-- '
--------.7 •
State over Idah •. Air Farce over
Colorado State and COP over
TIME FOR HARMONY
n the es t' ,0i the greatest, democratic victory sine BrisYoung.
Tina South
World ‘‘'ar Two, it is unfortunate that the Chairman
Auburn over Kentucky—They
of the Nattruial Democratic • Committee. Paul M. Butler, are still talking of Turley's fifth
game pitching.
has asked Southerners IA ho do not favor a strong civil
Duke over Baylor — He could
•
•ININIOW'NM =111

4

Fight Results
United Press International
HOLYOKE, Mass. UPI — Chico
Conn.,
Stanford
Vejar,
161,
knocked out Lew Harvey, 181,
New York 2. :
Philadelphia UPI — Len Matthews, 135, Philadelphia. outpointed Orlaridei Zutileta, 133
Cuba 10.
•

Many

•Amin

WED NE

Scie
By
United

Presson is a graduate of
Murray -States
When asked about his expectations for the Wildcat team this
year, Coach Presson had .this to
say, "Lynn Grove suffered the
loss of six seniors this past year
including the leading scorer of
this area. We are now bringing up
boys who are putting on a basketball uniform for the first time
as juniors and seniors. We expect
to play a little different type of
basketball than anyone in th
area is using now and try to
capitolize on the height of Jerry
Terry , James Adams and Glen
MeCallon, who all stand over
six feet."
Lynn Grove will pe playing
its first game of the season Friday night in the den of the Cuba
Cubs. Cuba finished 18th in the
region last year winning 12 and
losing 17.
-Wildcat Roster
Ht.
Gr.
Player
12
Adams, James
6'2
11
Butterworth, Pat
58
11
5'8
Dunaway, Joe
12
58
Fain. Jackie
56
9
Foster, Ronnie
10
56
Fain. Jimmy
10
56
Kelso, Ronnie
10
6'
Knott. Steve
11
5'7
Manning, Bobby
12
McCallon, Glen
61
11
511
McCallon, Joe
5'7
9
McCAIOn. Wade
5"/ —9
11
5'7
Miller, Tsmmy
10
56
Story, Jimmy
-I/
6'2
Tarry, Jerry
11
Williams, Johnny
6'
Leading the yells of encouragement for a 'Cat victory will
be Judy McNeely. Sarah McAvoy, Lila Cathey, Peggy DeArmond and Reda Brandon. Team
manager will be Jimmy William,.
The Lynn Grove schedule will
by run in a later issue.

•
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"ANDY HARDY COMES HOME" starring the trown-up, but

;

irrepressible Mickey Rooney, and with him is his son, Teddy
Rooney. It starts Wednesday at the Varsity Theatre.

•

DAIRY CATTLE SAlli
H. M. HOLLOWAY & SON HERD
STAR ROUTE - MAYFIELD, KY.
I Mile West of Sedalia, Ky.
On

Highway 324

SAT., OCTOBER 25 - 10:30 A. M.
COMPLETE DISPERSAL — 71 HEAD

k High School
I Cage
Schedule Scheduk Is
Released By
New Concord

klahoma
PP
ave It Easy

TOP PRODUCING JERSEY COWS and HIEFERS
This herd of to-p quality cows and heifers hits
developed over the years with emphasis on milk
production. Health certificate to go with each cow.
Following to be Sold:
40 Jersey Co
••••
27 Jersey 11 ers
4 Holstein Heifer,
25 Clean Milk Cans
1 De Laval 2 Uuit Magnetic Cow-toCan
Milking Machine.
1 De Laval 2 Unit Magnetic Cow-to-Can
Milking Machine.
2 — 8 Can Milk Coolers
TERMS CASH
Joe Beadles, Auctioneer
Lunch Available on Premises
Sale Will Be Held Rain or Shine

•

•

GOOD
Used Furniture
I-PERFECTION OIL RANGE
Long Burner - Like New,
1-CIRCULATOR OIL HEATER
Heats up to 6 rooms

r

NikutRAY

•

140,000

•

Your Letterhead
Worthy Of Your
Business?

DELIN
QUOIT
ytsnitspr

LEDGER & TIMES

1-ROUND DINING TABLE
TSED BREAKFAST SUITES
Good Condition - Several from which to
choose.
Good Used DININGROOM FURNITURE
Several Good Buys in Livingroom Suites

PANEL and POSTER STYLE BEDS
With Springs
58 Model Kelvinator REFRIGERATOR
(Repossessed) Used only 3 months, DeLuxe 13 Ft. with 75 Lb. Freezer Compartment, Automatic defroster
•

RADIO - RECORD PLAYER Combination, Automatic Record, Good Tone, Good
Condition.
s. •
LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
EASY TERMS
FOR GOOD BUYS
IN GOOD 1.71SED FURNTTURR-s.
SEE

SALMON—CARRA WAY
FURNITURE CO.
OWNERS

•

Collie Salmon and Pat Carraway
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(Continued from Page One)
at Louisville. He is pastor of the
Spring Creek Church, north so!
Penny.
Betty Jo Crawford, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Nix Crawford,
Elm Street, is a sophomore majoring in business administration
at Murray State. She was gradAi
-At:J. titafik.in .the 4.116II ptatfortir to get rut- of the party
- a --eltrAttaa- Past -a
`uated from Murray High, School
—
gm/ and ..s airiiiwied with
Texas
Aggies
Maryland
over
altogether.
-.- - _
.._
.
-I4And his curve ball had more. Sigma Sigma Sigma social sororIt is also unfortunate that former President Harry S. be
s
sea diver
bbsi:ngr
than al
a pp eeep
bond
Truman has donned war paint and is on another of his
.
Hal Houston, nephew of Dr.
Tuesday Night
Also: Georgia Tech over Ten- and Mrs. Hugh Houston, Hazel
-give 'em heir' campaigns against the South. He is bragnessee. North Carolina State over Highway. is in his first - year of
Hazel at Pury ear
ging that he beat the State's Righters, as well as the Re- Wake Forest. Clemson over Vanmedical school a'. the University
publicians. and ilven though he did just that it is accomp- derta.::, North- Carolina over So. of Louisville. Hal it a graduate
Friday Night
Florida
over
Georga
SaroEna.
of Murray State College and
lishing no good for hIm to brag abut it.
Lynn Gr., ai Cuba
State. Miami over LSU, West
The New Concord Redbirds
We especially regret to s.te these two leaders denounc- Virg.nia over Boston U.. Miisiss-.... Murraylte High School.
Wells Purdonas Jr., son of Mr.
31tn
h on ss it.hsi
ir cage
er season
ing the South so bitterly because this seems to be the only 'italai over Tiller* WI over. Vir
wailsom. North
visiting
and
Wilham
VMI
over
gin.a.
4 section where the party is in serious trouble. It even Marv. Alabam over Furman and lOth Street. is a sophomore maRuch 'a nnan Wildcats Fr.day
'in business administration
night. Their next foe will be
actie‘ed victory ii, Maine this year. an unheard of ac-i 3,Lss.ss:tate S'a'e ,Ner Memphis joring
at Murray State. He was graduDavid Lipscomb High School in
•
•
•
•
State.
complishment.
ated from Murray High Sch
. ,
.
Nashville, Tonnestee on Noa•ern...
The Southwest
,n the class of 1957.
In the South we are sorely trpubleil because of interber 1st. The complete Redbird
t17
.
1a
ntg
s
a
-M
.
s
arn
rk
be
an
rs
ed
as
Rice ovre
ermA
rre
Rosemary Jones daughter at
schedule is listed below.
parts- conflict:4. the use of force to integrate schools, wano be
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones, is
New Concord Schedule
LOn1Lings of szIEooIs and phites- of *06411W add' party Etl"
majoring in Emitter and - ma-the-Away
Nor. 1- David -Lipscomb
Tech—He
has mattes at Murray State In •hr
TCU over Texas.
Awn-.
le-ads rs from other de:LAUDS cab-do-more to restore harIf-tame Oak
levity.
unnecessary
an aversion to
junior class, she is a member 1
15 David Lipscomb Horrs
molly at this time than ever before.
And
Oklahoma over Texas —
Sigma Sigma Sigma social sororAve -.
21 Kirksey
Awn
it is unthinkable that • they - would deliberately pour :hose s:rikeouts made him gloom- ity and a Murray High graduate! NEW YORK UPI — Oklahoma.
25 Cuba
rthan a mountain climber in of 1956.
Aw
salt in our open wounds by inviting Us to leave the party the Sahara.
Auburn and Mississippi are ex- Di'e 5 Alm o
Jennye Sue Stubblefield.
Ass6 Fult an County
easiest sledand seek asylum among the Republicians, or form a
Alscc Oklahoma State over daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank pected to nave the
Horn
9 Lynn Grove
top
nation's
among
the
ding
Tulsa and Hour* over Witches. Stubblefield, is a junior elementhird iarty. if we choose
Aw.
:
12 Murray Tr'ng
ranked college football teams this
The Pros
tary education major at the UniHors
16 Hazel
weekend.
Ball:Inure oyes Griwn Bay, versity of Kentucky. She is affiIn recent years the South
s produced some of the
Aw
19 Fancy Farm
quoting
are
oddmakers
The
Cleveland over Cardinals. DeDelta Delta
22.23 Xmas Tourney Hon
Oklahorfia as a
leaders in the Democratic Party. They are in control of roil over Los Angeles. New York liated with Delta
eighth-ranked
social sorority and was graduated
An
Jan. 9 Lynn Grove
Cy_pgress during the Republic ian Administration and they over Washington, Pittsburgh over Crum Murray High School in 28-point favonue over Kansas
Home
13 Kirksey
as
Auburn
ranked
thi•d
State,
are kept oft of the leading spot on National tickets mer- Phi'adelphia and Bears over San 1956.
sesesHome
20 Cuba
choice over Maryland,
Frandsco.
Ws-line Jones, daughter of. Mr. a 14-point
Wane
23 Fancy Farm
ly because they live South of the Mason-Dixon line. One
Ole Miss as
ranked
seventh
and
and Mrs. Everett Jones, entered
Away
27 Murray High
Rick over Arkansas.
of these leaders may never be able to reach the White
Murray State College as a fresh- a 15-point
29.30,31 County Tourn,
Fourth - ranked Texas, on the
man majoring in business adHoose as a candidate of a third-party ticket.i but he may
Away
Feb. 6 Hazel )1igh
Except while asleep or sitting ministration. She was graduated. other h.nd, was rated no more
Home
10 Fulton County
do what Theodore Roosevelt did with 'his" Bull Moose
their eggs, chimney swifts from - Murray High School in than even - money for its clash
Homs
.13 Murray Training
with Rice. Georgia Tech vs.
spend alliVet their entire lives 1958.
Party in 1912 and defeat his OAR party nominee.
Aw
20 Almo
Methodist also was -tabin flight.
' Edwina Kirk, daughter of Mr. Southern
Aw
2A St. Mary's
It is good to have a leader like Senator Lyndon Johnson
and Mrs. Ed Frank Kole Pane bed a "pick 'em'' affair.
ton'-I team'
of Teja, t4i• .
choice •
oirprat,.ur party
versity -of Kentluc y, Lexington. was a seven-point
engine at a :inns when Truman nrid...kiitler are advocating
Jame
She is a . pre-miel. major Ilk a- Pitt InZthoilga -Lop
bedh.Ohio state was
action that will,ereate more discord. 1956 grisluat-e of ,Murray }Ugh nrond
one touchdown' favorite over
DRIVE -SW TWEATP E
School..
Wisconsin and -sixth-ranked Iowa
ous• tm,r. hen She two
A
was a 10-P-oini pick biter 10th4i
Open 6:00—Start 6:45
n
-•ed tem iss is expec•ed
'Continued from Page Onel
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ranked Northwes'ern in the Big
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i-ed ;ed., from Mercy
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Pnettpk!ne BMW high at the W.
Ninth-ranked Notre Dame •
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voy
fr a =eveFaclual Story of
The
S. Flem.ng home near here
a slim twospgint favorite over
New Yorks Ruthless
as h.gh as 20-25 fee".
Purdue and fi h-ranked LouisiOne ppmpkin fail from its visit ana State was pegged 13 points
Waterfront Wars !
and broke ihe windshield sof an better than rtiordia in this other
at.
top - ranked
involving
,
• games
teams.
Rare are the point spreads
cther major games:
1 4Usti. Penn- Stele 2. over Sy,
cusezDartmouth 7 oser Itsrvard.
Yale 'Cover Colgate: Holy Cross ,
12 over Boston University: Navy
12 over Pennsylvania; Princeson
FRI. - SAT.
6 over Cornell.
'Midwest: Michigan State 2 over
Illinois: Michigan 7 over Minne%/PRY LEWIS..
Is
sota; Missitiri 9 over Iowa State;
Colorado 22 over Nebraska.
114E
South: Georgia 1 over *Kentucky; West Virginia 2 over Virginia Tech • North Carolina 7 ever
Your customers and prospects
Wake Forest; Duke otter N • •
see your letterhead before they .
And
Carolina State: Tenn, ;see 12
read your letter. Let us design
Florida S'ao'; Mississtppi State 13
a letterhead that will make Oda
over Alabama: Vandervilt 13 over
first impression faVorable.
Virginia.
Southwest: Baylor over Texas
Dun
BOMB-Forrest
KILLED
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fix
-Workmen
STOVE
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mscuiston, Tulsa. Okla., was
JACK PhANCE •ANTNONY PERMS
bottom section of a new stove
Far Vicst: Oregon 2 iver Cali,
iv 09
,t,,s1vA-rviser
blown to bits by a foot-lonZt
itvu oc,
which was installed in the Sislit
over
'Oregon
State
(Kansas)
fornia;
Wichita
the
bomb
in
tine Chapel, Vatican City. It
Washington; UCLA 7 Iver StanPk-IONF 55
Municipal Airport Building,
will be used to burn the ballots
ford:. Washington Stale 7 over
10 roinutes after he left a plane
cast by the Sacred College of
THE
With 28 persons aboard. MarSouthern California.
Cardinals during the election
JALOPY WINNER
ried and father of a ten-yearIntersectional: Miami Fla. 7
of a successor to Pope Pius
old girl, McCtilston *vas in
over Boston College; Oklahoma
GARY WATSON
XII. The old stove ItSed tie the
failing Lealth and fir.ancial
1939 Consistoey election of a
Kirk ev. Ks
State 7 over Cincinnati; Tulane 9 ,
police.
troubles, aecording to
1 nett he (nor -I
it! ^0.11,
over Kansas.
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2,

ONE-LIMBED WORKER - Earl
Wilkerson, who lost both legs
and his left arm in a corn picking machine, fills 'er up in •
Memphis, Tenn., filling station
where tie works part-time. Wilkerson also operates a radio
and television . repair shop.

An Illinois man who promises
la show Calloway County "a little
different type of -basketball" will
send a Lynn Grove Wildcat
quintet onto the hardwood of
the Cuba Cubs -Friday night.
Lynn Grove suffered the loss
of six seniors last year including
the top scorer of the Purchase
District. Rodney Warren. Warren
took :he scoring lead early last
season and led through the year
finish,ng with 903 pnts in 25
game, for a 36.12 per game average This was 1321 points below
the all time single season record
set by Rob Darnell of Kirksey
- wo seasons ago.
The Wildcats held third place
an the county standings the first
half of the 57-58 season but faltered in the second half. The
'Cats finished in 27th place in the
region winning 5 and losing 21
games. Only one other county
team finished in a lower position,
cellar dwelling Haze..
Lynn Grove met quick death
in the Calloway County Tournament dropping a close 54-56 decision to Almo. The Wildcats
made a better showing in the
District Four meet stopping a
strong Murray Douglas quintet
62-60 behind a 44 point Warren
attack. Lynn Grove fell to North
Marshall 90-55 in their next
tourney clash.
-"tette/Mug from-- last year's
starting squad will be James
Adams, 82 senior. In addition to
a lot of new players that will
to sharing the lime light this
scis,m. Lynn Grove has a new
coach in the person of Jim Presson who hails =from Cario, tHin-

as
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well below the surface. We noted

Scientists Studying The Many Secrets Of The Sea
the men most cuncerned — scien- guese coast.
"We are working in water
tists aboard this 1,000 - ton British Royal Research Ship Dis- much too deep for practical purISBON --.(UPI)—While some covery II — hesitate to answer pose% like that," Hill answered.
sWnlists have spent this Inter- directly.
"But one day pet-naps science
national Geophysical Year hurlwill be able to exploit such unvast
unearthing
"Any chance of
ingsaltelatres into spacks, ether
derwater ores?" the newsman
dedicated men have been sweat- new reserves of metals down persisted.
N.
M.
ing out the I.G.Y. looking at the there?" a reporter asked
Hill, geologist of Cambridge Uni- 1"I would rather not go into
bottom of the deep blue sea.
What do they hope to find versity, who is with the ship that," Hill said.
there? This is a question that making a survey off the PortuDo they expect to find the lost
By PETER KNOX
United Press International

•

•

continent of A•1..ritis?
Hill and his men are44 not
dreamers. But they know that
the Azores are merely the tops
uf mighty underwater mountains,
and that the ocean bed of the
Atlantic is studded with other
mountain chains.

,onse bout 120 miles northwest
from Oporto that might have
once fcrmed part of a protruding
land mass."

The British scientists get their
clues from rocks and mud ahd
slime they haul up from the sea
bottom in tubes rammed 21 feet
into the sea bed, from magnetic
survey and from the study of
temperatures at the sea 13,:tum.
They have a cable rig 30,000
"We have found some that are
10,000 and 12,000 feet high," feet in length, plus modern
Hill said. "They are all deep and sounding devices, and one of

their number, Dr. A. S. Laughton, aboard Discovery TI studying
formerly of Cambridge, is a spe- currents.
cialist in underwater photograin He has an igenious new methphy.His flishlight shots expose
od for determining the flow of
the secrets of the depths.
currents—an apparatus is
"Welhink you can learn about deep
lowered with the current emitthe bottom of the sea without
ting radio signals which opergoing down in a bathyscope,"
ators in the ship pick up, enaHill said.
bling the course of the appartus
He said the business of chart- to be checked.
Shallow has established that in
ing the ocean bed is in its infancy—a science that interested some places the vast deep sea
water mass 15,000 feet below
nobody until World War II.
J. C. Swallow of the National the surface sometimes moves as
is much as three miles in a day,
Institute of Oceanography

but usually less.
There seems to be no set pattern for its movement. It varies
from place to place in both speed
and direction and measurements
made in the same area several
weeks apart show marked changes.
Ask Swallow what practical
application this knowledge has
and he answers:

paper
A new kind of carbon,
has red stripes for use in accounting.

•
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Engagement .4

ORDINANCE NUMBER 217,
BEING AN ORDIANCE DE-

n:ounce(/'

Lochie LandoIt, Editor

WEDNES
-,-sr:itssaa
-ruserom-m7r7
proximately 75 feet East
North 15th Street); thence Norm

4 degrees 07' West 1,768.0 fe..
CLARLNG THE NEED, NEctr,s(with the West line of Orchard
ITY, DESIRABILITY, AND INto a 4-inch
TENTION OF THE CITY OF Heights Addition) arlee-ri
MURRA Y, KENTUCKY, TO concrete .couseteeall08' West_thence.
2,870.81
ANNEX CERTAIN CONTIGU- Seals 87 degrees.
OUS TERRITORY TO THE CITY feet to a concrete corner marker
OF MURRAY, KE9FPU47KY; Ana

Phone 1685

Vow e I• ae

..y.,..ec.raosr4dr
IN D$
NOW! ,,THURSDA
Y

171777.-71 7-7.77ACCURATELY DEFINING THE
rifisl'i
BOUNDARIES OF THE TERM.: 1tisty.--1No. 121); thence South 4
7 WAIL)/
oskoN(
to
feet
1,759.5
East
20'
MURdegrees
OF
CITY
WHICH
TORY
RAY, K.ENTUCKKY PROPOSES the point of beginning, said West
line being 225 feet West of and
TO ANNEX.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE parallel with North 18th Street.
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE All of the distances and direcCITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC- tions herein given are as shewn
on "Plat of the City Limits "Exand his own son
KY, AS FOLLOWS:
time!
together for the first
I. That it is needful, tension, Murray, Kentucky, dated
Survey
being
1958",
,
the
September
that
necessary, and desirable
58-174, Murray Book 1, page
The Christian Women's Fe/f .wing described lands lying
to the 78, as prepared by Elmer Y.
. esehip. of the First Christian
Engineer,
H ARDY
Registered
met Tuesday merning.
present boundary limits of the
October 21 at 9:30 in the church
of Murray, Kentucky,' be Paducah, Kentucky.
SECTION II. That it is the
paieer. Presiding was Mrs. Ed
annexed to said City of Murray,
F:.rik Kirk. general chairman.
Ken:ueky, and become a part intention of City of Murray, Kentucky, to annex to City of Mur-brie devotional was given by
therm' f, to-wit:
Mrs L. U. Overbey on 'Our
Beg.nning at a 4-inch concrete ray, /Cosatucky, so as to become
HOtPE
le
...zu
IN IA1th
Roote
Spoken Words." Mrs. John Pasco
marker 204.34 feet East of the a part thereef, :he territory deused as her program topic, "IleSoutheast corner of the inter- scribeck in SECTION I hereof.
•wern The Beok Ends."
section of North 18th Street and Holmes Ellis, Mayor of City of
AND
The meeting was opened with
College Farm Road, Murray, Murray, Kentucky
• no Fellowship Prayer led by
Kentucky (said street intersec- ATTEST: C. B Grogan, city clerk
by
read
were
10-29C
Minutes
SPECIAL
..Ire. -Kirk.
.
tion being marked with an axle),
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, secretary.
said oeginning point being in the
ADDED ATTRACTION
and
given
were
of
Group reports
North line of the city
WARY HITCH•HIKER
M G-214
announcement made.
Murray, Kentuck as of 1958 and
ALBANY, Ga. —(UPI) It
Women
The United
on the South side of College ists are warned to be sus,
CINEN4A,ScoPE
Grant, 54, and his wife of
will meet Friday. November 7 at
Farm Road; thence North 89 de- of hitch-hikers, but it's tht
TO SEPARATE-Movie star Cary
have agreed to seperete.
feet with way around with Michael R. I
I p.m. a: the Ch.11ege Presbyter2,026.7
grees
nine years. actress Betsy Drake, 33.
in Hollywood. Calif.,
ian Church. AU women are to
the South side of College Farm Shut tleworth, 18.
They announced in a press release issued marriage has not
"our
brine three Yards of material or
Road to the centerline of N,,rth
that they are separating because expected and mutually
He was picked up by
fully
we
'the
happiness
to
woo: yarn to be sent
brought us the
16th Street; thence in a Northerly driver of a sports car reeen
divorce.
plans
no
had
they
that
said
also
mehred." They
North while thumbing rides from C.
Pacific Islands.
d.risceion
idol's third wife.
The film actress is the motion picture
The CWF voted to bring wool
83 degrees 18' East 840.7 feet farnia to his home in Alba:
church
or winter clothes to the
with the South right-of-way line The car was slopped in Phoen
to be donated for the church
of Chestnut Street to a concrete Ariz, by police who seized •
A STIRRING SALUTE TO
World Service project. ,
corner marker placed on said driver, Seymour Friedman,
AMERICA'S FAMED AND
An announcement was made
right-of-way line (at a point ap- robbery and being AWOL
IILSTORIC ILATTLEGROUND!
concerning the Teenage Dental
Mrs. Willie Decker of Detroit,
Miss Martha Story
Clinic being held at the Calloway
Mich., arrived in Murrey this
week-end to spend some time
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Story, Murray Route 4. an- County Health Center.
Paducahj
bold
Mrs. J ein Campbell.
A special meeting will be
and visit with friends.
nounce the engagement, and approaching marriage of
Oct••• •
at a recent
:he church Fr:day night.
e as guts:
thoir daughter. Martha. to JaLkie Butterworth, son of a:
N. Williams - Mrs. Pt arl Brandon and Mrs.
and all the wo- meeting
J.
7:30
the
at
14
ober
Mr. mill Mrs. Osro Butterworth. Lynn Grove.
men were urged to attend with chapter of :he United Daughters M•mice Waldrop of the South
The wedding will be an event of Sunday. November30 their
If the Confederacy. Mrs. Camp- Pleasant Grove Community had
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
t
Methodis
Grove
Pleasant
South
the
at 3:30 p. m. at
Mrs. C. C. Lowry rev/re:lentil/4 bell spoke on -Joh Stewart,.The as their guests Suncie y, Mrs. EsPhase 282
104 East Maple St.
the Murray Heepital Auxiliary 'Lett Cavaher."
church.
sie Brown, Mrs. Cal.t., Jones, Mrs.
Ruby
Mrs.
and
James
Eihie
A reception will follow in the Fellowship hall of tha explained to the group its duties
The speaker was introduced by Wrather.
the hospital
chirch. Friends and relatives of the couple are invited while working a: of
Mrs. J. D. Peterson, president.
December
• •• •
month
the
during
sent.
but no formal invitations are being
characteraesisting the ITosepital Auxiliary. Sne told 'if Stewart's
little Miss Ann Warren Nar.ce
the
of
one
Itim
—
made
that
c •ffee were istics
Doughnuts and ,
wesk we: h Mr.
known is visiting this
served by Group Three, hostess ,doie of the south. He was
and Mrs. Art Lee on South 13th
the
in
w.zard
elephone 130
e
confederat
as a
506 W. Main St.
fer :he meeting.
Street.
• • ••
saddle, shc; said, It was said of
• •••
D LOAN CO."
-OWNE
R
HOME
"YOU
-isms -"These will _ever burn_
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart and
sentiment of admiration mingled
and Mrs. Joe Dick returned
Mr.
solmighty
in'this
for
- publicis
;Jai."
with regret
today from artending the Ken"
Wednesday Oct. 22
gentleman.
sited.
d.er and
tucky Bankers Association meet••• •
Tne fuht seamen of 7he Home
given by ing :kid in Leuisville this week.
was
prayer
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Methedist.
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28th
Tuesday, October
M on Study
• • JP •
Mrs. W. P. It beres. Mrs. Henry
The Murray star chapter No.
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MillD.
L.
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N
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Mrs
in
Hal:.
7:30
at
433 OES we'ee met:
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of eas Paris District met recently er, Murray Chamber of ComIi Ella is. ip charge. The pueoe evening at the Ilasomc hall.
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In
•
•
•
•
merce. who presented a proposiinvited.
in Fulton for a luncheon and tion to the chapter concerning a
•• • •
WIrdneaday Oct, 29
pr.,gram.
snoinimen% A committee of Kee. C.ub met Thursday, October 16th
The triad session of the `Hoene
Mrs. John Pugh. president.
A. F. Doran and at 1730 -p.m. Its the home of Mrs.
Thursday. October 23rd
dames
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Minthe
of
preteeed.
Study
Mission
,,,Ter.n.,
she
of
Derision.
._
Depeeemee
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C!.1.1iLL fry, just getting to
Is) the kinder;arten age• will
be comfortable, cosy and
well-dies:-ed in these tubIons for the lollipop set.
Topper and Tri•users
First, there is- a costume
for a small sLeter, which conetetshsr-enerniety-treppei-nrrer
tmu.irrs. The toeper Is
strned and hike a. pocke!ed.
'duffed hem decereeert with a

dick nvitif. The yoke Is a
colde, as is the Peter
Pen collar which ls trimmed
with a strivel border.
Another little-girl costume
b:ouse and
c--ordinates
r. ac!is that de fully lined
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20 regular monthly installments
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FRIENDLY FINANCE, INC.

sleeves that are very smart.
There Ls also a most practical and masculine outfit for
the young man.
D3g Design
The overalls are of cbrduroy with an amlising dog design. A tailored,. short4t4414/411s.
shirt 18 worn with them. The
shirt_ has a classic collar cut
Just like Popes.

MURRAY, KY.
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Ten Years Ago Today
Mrs. Emm.. Sue llutsun has been named alumni secretary at Ilurray State College by Dr. Ritiph Woods,
president, to fill' the vacancy created by the resignation
of Mrs. George Hart,
Jim Humphreys, ace Throughbred half-back has been
retired from the squad for the season, Coach 'Fred Faurot
announced this morning. Humphreys, 24 year old Junior
aer word for ono day minimum ot i 7 words for affe - So per word to• *brow 45y.. Cialiikeesi ads ere e•yabl. its edve•toe
from Paducah, injured his knee during Spring training
`NM
and suffered a recurrence of the injury in the CulverRadio dispatched trucks. Duncan
an Dodson Avenue, North of Stockton game.
NOTICE
11-15G
College Farm Road. Has slightly
TU-5-9361.
FOR SALE
Tom Covington, halfback from Murray, and Troy Kelly
higher than $9,000 FHA loan,
tackle from Danville, Va., who suffered attacks of aptransferable. Will sell or trade
8N
MOWING MACHINE for
FREE INSPECTION FOR TERRENT
for cheaper place in town or pendiciti& before the last game, may be able to play in
Ford Tractor. See Mrs. 'Harry
MITES -- Rid your home of rats, L'
small place in county.
10-23C the Cape Girardeau tilt Friday, said Faurot.
Coles near Green Plain or phone
mice, roattes and term:tees, call
Bob Trevathan, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. TreFOUR
ROOM
Furnished
aparta54-W-1.
10-NC
S..m. Kelley, licensed & insured.
vathan of Murray Route 5, has been named President
ALL IN THE MIND
10-24
ment.
Phone
1217.
Phone 441.
of the freshman class at Murray State College.
CONCRETE CULVERT and en11,
trance pipe available at United
Mrs. Mary Ed Hall, head of the art department at
SINGER Sewing Machine Rep- UNFURNISHED apartment with
Concrete Pipe Company. East of
IOWA CITY, Iowa
(UPI)- Murray State College,was granted a leave of absence
resentative now living in Murray 3 rooms and bath, 1 block from
freight depot at Railroad Avenue Persons with round shoulders or by President Ralph W. Woods and the Board of Regents
For sales, service or
repairs, colslge. $30 month. For appoint- near Maple: Call 2099 daytime
other such defects may have to
ment
phone
*721.
10-23C
A total of $268.68 was collected by Murray Girl Scouts
iron:act Bill Adams, 201 S. 13th
and 406-W night.
10-21C change their pisi-sonalities as well
for the balance of the semester due to illness.
St. Phone 1564-M or 2067-R,
as their physical stances to de3 ROOM APARTMENT on North
Saturday during their annual forget-me-not campaign.
Murray, Ky.
TFC
NEW CLLFFDALE coal furnace
velop a better pdsture.
15th across from college campus,
with jacket for stoker fire. For
money is tnrned over to the Outwood hospital to the
The
According to Prof. Eleanor Me10-232
00 K ! 10 Alum. self-storing Phon 834.
sale cheap. Call 834.
1.0-23P
theny of the University of South- disabled veterans.
storm windows with alum, screen
and 1 door installed $189. Also FIVE ROOM Apartment, unfurn- GOOD PINE KINDLING, cut to ern
- California' -You stand as -vou
ENEMY CAMP
LOFTY MOTIVES
"feel."
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the triple track. No down paynieneup to 36 months to pay.
Hume Comfort Company, 108
South 12th Street. Phone 1303.
11-22-C

.91 pow..•

ished or partly furnished. Utilities furnished. Phone 981-W or
10-23C
see at .1210 Olive.

proper lengths. Phone 1979-W.
0-24-C

REMINGTON
12 Gauge autoFURNISHED matic shotgun with polly choke,
TWO BEDROOM
house with complete bath and Practically new. See Keith Brangarage. Gas heat. Almo Heights. don or Phone 305-W.
10-23C
Contact Alden Turner, 1125 In,diana Hammond, Indiana.
WOULD LIKE IRONING to do
10-23C
in my home and also would like
to keep young child in my home. FOUR ROOM HOUSE and bath.
NEEDED Ambition, light truck
See
Coles at 420 S. 8th 3 miles out on Hazel Highway.
or car to handle America's most
St.
TFNC Phone 831-W-3.
10-232 wanted Farm Lin e Products,,
household necessities and brooms,
MATTRESSES REBUILT like
mops and brushes. Write Furst-i
new. West Ky. Mattress Mfg.
McNess Co., Freeport, Ill. 10-21CI
Co., Paducah, Ky. Murray representative Tabe rs Upholstery WHITE LADY WANTS part time SPECIAL TYPE route work. 80 1
work. Will do house work, or stops, 51,4 days. $80 guarantee
Shop, 101 N. 3rd. Phone 549
10-25C stay with elderly person. Call plus expenses weckty. Opportu10-2313 nity to earn $200 weekly. Perm1953-J.
anent. Write Fuller Brush ComTankage Co. Prompt service 7 HELP, FULL TIME for elderly
pany, 422 Columbus Ave., Paslaying week. Call long d istanea lady aud daughter Call 444 or
ducah, Ky. Phone 3-2777. 11-1C
coil
, Mayfield
433. Union
ltp
:10USE TRAIL- ER, 30 foot. Call
10-251'
737-M-4.

mAScoPt,
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ILE OF
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Services Offered

Business Opportunities ,1

Your habitual posture seems
comfortable to you because It
expresses. how you feel, Dr. Metheny said. This "feeling" for
posture comes from the same
source that eves you a sensation
of pleasure as you swing a golf
club or take a swimming stroke,
she said.

I

LASSITER COAL CO.

!phone 130
AN CO."

ACROSS

POLAROID LAND Camera with
attachment
and carrying
flash
10-232
case. Phone 737-M-4.

PHONES 624 and 324
A

THREE BEDROOM brick house,
all extras. Ca:1 1€41-W or see
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MURRAY HOME
AUTO
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Space Command models
from $269.95
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SILL DISTINGUISHED
ALBANY, N. Y. -(UPI) A
bill was introduced in the New
York State Legislature this year
to require all fire department
irehicles in New York Citr to
carry fire extinguishers, but the
measure failed to pass.
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V4411.4 410eopez . arid the snadren
were placed on their best behavior
The table airs not large
enough to accentrmelate all of
them, so they ate in shifts, children first.
Caswell was a fine eunveraa•
uonanst. full ot goad ideas, particularly setere Elizabeth LT,ettig
was concerned 'Harry.' he said
drawmp deeply on his cigar "why
don't you remain here three or
four days!"
Butler looked at him sharply.
"I have no orders-"
"You atao have no orders to
turn about and rush back to the
post." Caswell said. Hs leaned
forward. -what 1 had in mind
svaa a little manual tabor for
Miss Rettig Eight men could do
a tot in a few days. They could
cut all the logs necessary to build
the other building, mtack them
and they'd he cured by spring"

INELIGIBLE
BOSTON -(UPI) One of the
names stricken from nomination
papers by the Massachusetts Ballot Law Commission was: "Winston Churchill, 10 Downing"
Chairman Joheph Alecks pointed out that Churchill had left
that address.
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thee' thzebeth-sairk''TZt don t
nave to Not .ytlar me."
He looked at het "Ot criuia
but this is soviething I can't let
pasta Believe me. rill doirg this
more for mv•tett than tat you."
the sergeant came up then
Butler said "In the morning divide the men MU, two-man deWe're staving sere one
tails
week I Athol enough timber taller
to raise another building in the
spring
The sergeant looked at Do to:
Caswell, then at Elizabeth "Pardon me for &skin sir but is this
a military matter"
"Darn you." Butler said, 'yoteo
have never asked Finley Burk
hauser that!"
are that the details ar.
made up ' the sergeant said. AVIII
that be all. sit-2"
"Yes, until the %cork starts.'
he said closing the door
Stiohea
Casv..ell
flit
Doctor
"Now r can't use it military
for
force for that purpose and you cigar then stbod up "Time
gath.
In."
ne
said
and
me
to
turn
know' " He glanced ,t Elizabeth. half In apology. "You un- ered nil eat Ind cape
After the door closed. Butler
dersta ntl-"
She neatly lifted him off the sat down 'I made an ass of myI"
hook by saying, "Thank you, Dix- self, didn't
"No" Elizabeth said
taking
Auularat.and -boa-rusthis nano -Harry. you just let
military l.a and-"
Criswell
chivvy
you
intt
Doctor
"What utter nonsense," Casyou know better Hair
well said flatly. "Butler, the aornething
Look at me. Harry De.
trouble with you is that you're to do
you think I ever minded 'you ne•
-a. sticir-m-the-mud When Burktrig so straight-laced and proper'
haunt.," picked Miss Rettig and
haven't Maybe I like It Harry
the others up. did be quibble about I
elf,' tuut.
More than I like Finley Burk'A oustneas roan, Harry? No sending part of his detail on to
free-swinging ways.
hedger's
Adobe Wails" No, tie didn't. and
7)11 age attached?"
He shook nes need 'You heard
lie rotated ma cigar between he wasn't supported to do that.
Use sergeant Mars use way it LS
WI% Aka ''E`teatteth, when a man either And fixing Masterson up Burithituser can tau. • osrts
eri
t
lo ns a woman money. it's never with a wagon so be wouldn't lose
or a ousn and make peopl
even if she hie hides the wasn't reguiauon
Sat ,etty otuAness
it He'd nave given the terpean•
likes either. but Major Collins didn't
VI :its It Is. Masterhon
a pint of whiskey and that•. al.
say anything about it"
• lon."
theryed- be to it " He mare,' ntColor came Into Butler's face
-Dorrt moat an;n""
hands flat on the•table and ramie
cutotdo quickty..,"That's a and ne became angry, the kind
Neese!! erect "I think
turn
of Anger a man feels when he Is
led earthy statement "
d.
41% rharik you tor the supper '
no you don't know whether placed in an impossible position
She went with him tr the door
o not you like it - She iaugliart- *-"Borkhauser does • thing nis and
reached for the
not quarres...Harry The way; ..I do the same thing my NOVI.whe.n,.no
"i t
she' put ,her"hand over Isla
• n Was business, no matter way And I have never felt the
"harry, you're a nice :man "
think
Masterson. need to apologize for myself."
Ii a a t_
you
"Am I., Elizabeth? Do you like
th.rIcs."
"Let's say no more about It,"
me, for what 1 am? Just is 1
"II I was a married man I Elizabeth said quickly. "1 didn't
am?"
•
tra nailer to a permanent expect any extra help from Har"Yes, Hairy"
pis; with fine quarters." he said ry." Immediately she realized how
She studied him carefully, aw
"Out to California, maybe, or In this sounded. "Harry, you know
the desire in nis eyes and knee,
Ore,.zon.what I mean!"
tout he wanted to KIM her, nut
"Yes," he said frostily. "I'm
"That doesn't sound ELS excitshe also knew that he would not
ing as Musiang Creek, Harry." sure that you'd expect more from
and understood why He WAS fun
Ms - annoyed nim She didn't Burkhauser, were he in my place."
of proper thoughts and proper
"It seems," Caswell said. -that
mean for it to anhoy him, but it
and he tailored his lilt
tailed' tounderstand her 1 have staffed sometbnit beyond- nlotives,
They were
hia habits tO them
titk.ag for the harshness of the my intention."
alone, with the door close° anti
pi :i's. tne torieliness of It, the
"You've always been a heavy
any man would be justified in
bungler," Butler
said
danger it neld for everyone who handed
saying that he n5.3 kia,ed net
bluntly. "Why the deuce don't you
rrS upon it.
under these circumstances, and
"I was hoping," he said evenly. stick to pills?"
because ot this, he nela hinnseli
•
marl I. a to me would be
"Gentlemen, let's not argue,"
back, to be right while someoni
• it,ng enough fan not as dull Elizabeth said.
This was his
else was wrung
as i see m. I izabe'.h."
"I've never enjoyed having my
way and she could adnure nini
"Harry, & didn't mean It that short-comings pointed out to me,"
for It.
Harry Butter said. 'I can bend
,"Goodnight," he said and too.,
re sergeant came to the door, a regulation once in awhile myher hand bri4 fly, then went out
saluting and said, "Would you self; I'm not that tacking in dar-Lice to Inspect the camp, sir?"
ing." He got up from the table
"You emildn't live wire a
v!' Harry *WOO excused nimself ano walked to the door, flinging
the
sergeant
it open. "Sergeant.'" He waited "Mak (Ike Mat!" ItilIzislr Ii a.
an I went out with
Caswell
warned,
as the stun 14.11611
evening
Dr.
and
them.
back
toward
l'hat
there,-his
a nwrapa!nit.
torrorrois.
tcnant Harry Butler were n"Harry. hissure elon!t prove any,.Lie,

CHAPTER 113
•
"VOU'LL have to et., that arm
a I var?fully," Dr Caswell said
Vito El. a be, h. "The oreak ruts
hes lee! ,aeanly 'nit it will be anniOrith before full strength
•
retii-me to the bone."
re.-ta dim It wants to float
? said
Caswell laughed and put rua
toots sway -Welt I'll get t ack to
the (I .taq"
Wh ii he ole ac-I the door Lieutenant Butler said, "Elizabeth.
I'd have come
I've rri' died you
yooner, out they've kept me nutty
n'he re-oricernents never arrived
because of the troop concentratien at Fort Abraham Lincoln in
the Dakotas" He took out a cigar
a1. t bit off the end 'Have you
be7-rd from Finley Burkhauser ?"
-No. Harry," the said "Resides
yourself Bat Masterson's the only
one who's stopped."
Butler frowned. . "Dixon and
}Ia'irahan with Wm?"
"Yes, why?"
•1 "Just asking. It. my job to
ice p MCI( of the moving around
Of these characters who can't
stand still " His glance touched
..laa loaned _Ica
nit ney. Any truth in It?"
"Yes, but it isn't any business
Of yours. Harry"
"No, I guess It isn't. but I
eivild hove loaned it to yok" Eisk
sr..aied offended that vorneone
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FALLS, Maine
LIVERMORE
-(UPli- Ernest Mollicone 55
almost dropped his pipe when he
saw who had joined his two kittens in eating catfood out of a
dish on his porch. It was a gray
mouse.
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NEW YORK - (UPI)- Philip
Cascria, a 21-year-old engineer,
told police he climbed to a tower
Bridge
the Williasinsbuu
atop
high above the East Rivet= because he wanted a "lofty spot to
think things over" after a quarrel
with his sweetheart.

CF.D3SWORD PUZZLE

Annette

IC SALUTE TO
FAMED AND
tATTLEG ROUND!

' JUST ARMED![ND IT'S AMAZING

305

Phone 1300

Main St.

by Ft...eburn Van Surat,

NANCY

H I,
GOOD
LOOKING

.5'USH/e1/.4 LER--

I'D LIKE TO BE
A BOY SCOUT
SOMEDAY

WELL, I'VE
DONE NW
GOOD DEED
FOR
TODAY

\f/

---------

011..esas..

fit

s9rs

Int Ernie Bu.shensllav

ABBIE alp' SLATS
HERE THEY ARE, DOCTOR. ANO,
e ANIKLY,THEY LOOK AS SANE AS
MST OF THE PEOPLE ON THE
LOUTSIDE'

AtI-HA,' THAT'S THE /110ST DANUEROUS
--' TYPE OF PSYCHOTIC, MADAM 'CU NEVER.
KNOW
WHAT
THEY'RE
GOING

DO you STILL iNSIST YOU
PAINTED REMBRANDT VAN
COE'S PICTURES, MISS
SCRAPPLE?

I DIDN'T PAINT HIS
PAINTINGS,DOC- IT'S
JUST THAT NE5 CLAiM1N'

NE PAINTED MINE;

10 DO
NErri

,,, i i. •••

ebbtA,

••

UL' ABNER

_AN G.OT NO USE
PLEA'S'
TAKE NEW
YORK CITY
BACK !!

FO'IT-BLIT EF ITS
TH'Oi'il.../ WAY TO
GIT SALOME'? HOME
-AHI'LLTAKETH'
DAN GED THING !.f

!!GOOD -BYE,>OK
OUR MAGNO -TRANSPORTER
%ILL CAUSE NJEW YORK
CITY TO FOLLOW YOUR
ROCKET BACK TO
EARTH fr-
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Is The Time To Buy

MEN'S JACK RABBIT HICKORY STRIPE

Denium Overalls
soden, Swill nAndln..

30-46
Size

641=6”.
mow.

owl gool."4” Uwe Boil

•1164‘f I AAA..

,•e•••

$2.98

you look grtit
in

BLUE BEft!

WORK PANTS

we'tern

WRANG1EE

$2.98
BOYS'
14 to 16 & Husk-

$2.98
$2.49

WORK SHIRTS
2 button-down flap
pockets. Khaki and $
grey. Sizes 14-17.

98

$4985898

Ions.,

John Ed
the
milk
couldn't f:
taken pla

GLOYES----29

PR

S5

No. 4 Twill - Sanforized - Heavy Sail Pockets and Waist - Size 29 to 42

Osh Kosh B'gosh CARPENTER

High Back - Sanforized
Full Cut - Size 30-46

WORK
PANTS

OVERALLS

2

Extra Heavy Hickory Stripe
Perfect Fit for Every Figure!
Size 30 to 46

s5.49

OVERALLS

$495 OR

SHIRTS

s3.95

OVERALLS

s3.49

Fit-all proportioned sizes. Carefully graduated to fit.
Strong buttons really stay on. Triple stitched. Sanforized. Size 30 to 46.

• KHAKI COLOR

We hope
square w
.ofefore th

veNTS $495
V Esl PA
siOL
7H sA-B
1.7
A

Werk

JACKRABBIT
OVERALLSJ

Boys' Coarse Weave

IVY LEAGUE

PANTS
by LEVI - Several Colors

$1495 to $2450

•

Size 28 to 38

PANTS
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